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Abstract
Monasticism was once one of the dominant forms of political, economic and
cultural power in Europe. The social and religious philosophies that a monastic community held were reflected in the architecture of the monastery – its
organisation, materiality, spaces, size and its chosen location. While inherently
self-sufficient and insular, it was also common for monasteries to carry out charitable practices, often acting as hospitals, orphanages, workshops for monks and
accommodation for visiting pilgrims.
The city of Florence once was renowned for its world class artisans. Therefore,
this research project uses the typology of the monastery as a vehicle to help
re-assimilate the practice, preservation and appreciation of authentic Florentine
art and crafts. The focus is to design a public arts and crafts school, a place that
does not currently exist. The school will support the practice of quintessential
Florentine crafts, including paper marbling (carta marmorizzata), book binding
(rilegatura) silk weaving (antico setifico fiorentino), marble mosaics (mosaico Fiorentino),
imitation marble (scagliola) and engraving (intaglio), all of which require high levels of technical skill and training.

An investigation of values, qualities and themes inherent to the typology of
the monastery will inform the artisan’s school formal and functional structure.
The process of bricolage is used, as perceived by Claude Levi-Strauss, and is
supplemented by the theories and analytical techniques of Aldo Rossi and Camillo Sitte. Analytical drawing and modelling is used to deconstruct, modify and
reconstruct the critical architectural elements - always within the constraints of
the physical context - as demonstrated through the precedents of Louis Kahn’s
unbuilt Dominican Motherhouse and Le Corbusier’s monastery, La Tourette.
The process of bricolage enables experimentation that brings the unique elements together, harmoniously within the contemporary context.
The intention is to design a place that creates a physical dialogue between the
public realm and the practice of the artisans. The design will support a creative
community that balances the needs of privately focussed studios and collaborative workshops, with public education, display and connection.
The final design is not a monastery, but contains inherent traces of this typological parent. Ultimately, the research attempts to show how architectural typologies, through their resilience, can play a catalytic role in the transformation of
the contemporary urban realm.
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Background
“Artisans are like a chain, if you lose one piece, it’s broken. It can’t work”1
– Giannini, Florentine Bookbinder
Italy, and in particular Florence, has always been renowned for its world-class
artisans. However today the city is experiencing an increase in mass tourism, and
consequently, a predominance of commercialisation and mass consumption.
This reality is threatening the existence of artisans practicing traditional crafts
in Florence.
Traditionally, young apprentices would learn from a master artisan to the level
of exceptional competence, allowing them to take over the master’s place upon
his retirement. Often the apprentices would come from within the family itself,
producing workshops with a rich family history. They would work many long
unpaid hours, which is impossible today under modern labour laws. Furthermore, there is concern for funding, training, and inspiring the next generation
of traditional artisans.2 Some artisans believe that there is a loss of appreciation,
taste and time to understand traditional crafts among the general public.3

The crafts that ascended Florence and gave it a unique artisan heritage could
one day be lost completely – crafts that have been practiced for over 500 years.
William Morris was one to pre-sense this reality, stating in “Art under Plutocracy”: “So long as the system of competition in the production and exchange
of the means of life goes on, the degradation of the arts will go on; and if that
system is to last forever, then art is doomed, and will surely de; that is to say,
civilisation will die.”4
Observations show that by choice, chance or necessity, the founding and establishment of many artisan schools in Florence have taken place in current or
former monasteries.
4 Nicolas Salmon, “William Morris: Art under Plutocracy”, Maxist Internet Archive Library, accessed October 21, 2017, https://www.marxists.org/archive/morris/works/1883/pluto.htm.

1 Jean di Marino, “Culture of disposability undermines artisanal crafts in Florence”, Deutsche
Welle, accessed October 23, 2017, http://www.dw.com/en/culture-of-disposability-undermines-artisanal-crafts-in-florence/a- 15137118
2 Jane Fortune, “Guilded in Florence”, The Florentine, accessed October 23, 2017, http://www.
theflorentine.net/art-culture/2007/03/guilded-in-florence/
3 Jane Fortune, “Guilded in Florence”
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Project Objectives
This project re-imagines the typology of the monastery to accommodate an
artisan school. The intent of this project is to improve the existing condition, by
modifying the way young artists and the wider community perceive the practice
of the traditional Florentine crafts.
The intention is to design a place that creates a physical dialogue between the
public realm and the artisans. The outcome will create a new public arts and
crafts school - a place that does not currently exist - and support this creative
community through privately focused studios and collaborative workshops,
with public education, display and connection.

Research Question
How can the typology of the European monastery be used as a vehicle
to re-assimilate the practice and preservation of authentic Florentine art
and crafts into the city of Florence?
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Scope and Limitations
The greatest concern of this project is the typology of the monastery, that is, its
potential to be transposed, in order to serve a new function. The formal typology as well as its traditional function are studied as both closely influence each
other. The design process is not a matter of recreating or replicating a monastery, but questioning the relevance of an ‘ideal typology’, by re-imagining and
re-interpreting how the typology should evolve in favour of the new ‘adopted’
function, its historical site and contemporary social context. The spaces should
characterise the oscillation between the inward focus of the school and the outward influence on visitors. Opportunities to engage not only with residents and
local artisans but also with foreign visitors have been embraced to supplement
the site and the existing community.

There are many variations of monastic typologies all over the world. However,
the study of formal and metaphysical influences concerns Western European
Monasteries, definitive of those in Florence, and characterized by the monastic
communities institutionalised after Saint Benedict of Nursia in 480AD.
This project does not intend to ‘solve’ the apparent artisan crisis. Instead it will
suggest an initiative and reveal other potential architectural interventions that
could help ameliorate some of its current negative effects.

The approach is strongly defined by the chosen site of San Giorgio alla Costa,
as much as its surrounding historical context. The site accommodates three existing monasteries and a collection of former WWII military buildings. All are in
need of urgent restoration. However, this is not a design conservation project.
The site is currently inaccessible to the public therefore there is no opportunity
to obtain a comprehensive set of images of the site’s current state. Instead the
most recent public press information, photographs and videos have been used.
Due to limited detailed information of the physical state of the buildings only
some restoration suggestions to the existing buildings and spaces have been
made in conjunction with the new design. Unknown facts about the site have
been imagined based on current fact. So, while the project primarily concerns
the artisan, the overarching, fundamental question throughout the design process was how do you design new buildings within a highly sensitive historical
location?
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Methodology
The typology of the monastery acts as an analogical lens through which the
design is realised. Key historical, typological, programmatic and contemporary
precedents and theories were studied in order to extract relevant facts and ideas
to guide this project. Drawings and models were then made in response to diagrammatise the most pertinent key ideas and design strategies found within the
monastery. Such distillation of ideas resulted in a toolbox of strategies to experiment with, interpret and implement, to imagine an artisan school informed by
the principles of the monastery.
The research discussion starts with a wide lens perspective of the formation
of the ancient city. It then zooms in to analyse the role of specific monasteries within their context, before finally zooming into the spaces within. The
physicality of the European medieval monastery in connection with the social
organisation of its occupants has been studied in depth to determine which
underlying forms and relationships to carry forward into the design. This begins with the first ‘ideal monastery’ of Saint Gall, then considers the mendicant
monasteries of Florence, alongside other selected European monasteries. This
analytical process proves to be essential for gaining a comprehensive understanding of the origins of medieval monastery design for the benefit of creating
a set of design guidelines specifically curated for the project.
This project involves inserting new buildings into a sensitive historical context
characterised by a mix of conscious and unconscious vernacular architecture.
To ensure that this is done respectfully, research literature was chosen that focussed on discussions of the foundation, construction and growth of ancient
architecture and historical cities. These texts include, The Architecture of the City
by Also Rossi, and City Planning according to Artistic Principles by Camillo Sitte. Rossi and Sitte share the understanding of the city as a diverse set of parts bound
together, over time, through their own complex and ever-evolving relationships.
This project will attempt to bind itself to the existing parts of the historical
context through relationships that are informed by what Rossi refers to as the
‘historical traces’ of the city.
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The project’s multiplicity of parts calls for a technique that best considers how
each can combine in harmony. The notion of assembling a set of parts is central
to the concept of bricolage found in La Pensée Sauvage by Claude Lévi-Strauss
and Collage City by Colin Rowe. The technique takes existing means, and acts
on them through deconstruction, modification, rearrangement, borrowing and
reconstruction. The elements and the outcome as Rowe describes, “while retaining the overtones of their source” might also “gain a wholly new impact
from their changed context.”5 Thus, the design outcome does not pretend to be
pre-existing, but rather find its own personality and impart a new identity on the
traditional monastery typology through its interpretation of its context. In this
way, the metaphor of bricolage tries to physically impart itself within the project
and serve as both a guiding methodology and a technique for critical enquiry.
Combined with the theories of Rossi and Sitte, the concept of bricolage was a
predominant source of inspiration for informing how the spaces of the traditional monastery were re-imagined in light of their adopted program and specific contextual framework. Louis Kahn, for his design of the un-built Dominican
Motherhouse adopts the technique within his own methodology which enables
him to challenge traditional social and formal relationships. This becomes an
important contemporary precedent alongside La Tourette monastery by Le
Corbusier, which was chosen for its unconventional translation of traditional
monastic design principles.
Also essential to this project is in-depth enquiry into the artisans’ past and present role in Florence. It begins with the origins of the artisan within the monastery, following on to the development of medieval bottega, the transformation
of the artisans’ craft through the renaissance times, while also analysing their
daily lives, routines and personalities. This knowledge helps to recognise that
social patterns among the artisans and their communities, informing the programmatic requirements of the school as well as impart a new identity on the
re-imagined typology.
5 Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter, Collage City (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1978) p. 140.

Furthermore, an analysis of several adaptive reuse projects within Italy and Western Europe provide insight into the varying approaches of sensitive historical
intervention and interpretation. These projects include Le Murate Monastery
conversion in Florence, Kannikegården: Lundgaard and Tranberg Architects
Ribe, Denmark, and the International Contemporary Sculpture Museum by Alvaro Siza and Eduardo Souto de Moura in Portgual and the New National Gallery in Stuttgart by James Stirling. Each precedent has methods of contrasting
existing formalities and new programs, tectonic relationships, translation of the
vernacular into contemporary form and aesthetic, and additive interventions
that enhance the existing social and cultural relationships to the place.
Finally, the chosen project site of San Giorgio alla Costa is analysed – a process
that is informed by all prior theoretical, historical and precedent research. The
site presents itself with some complex constraints that concern the sloped terrain, the existing monasteries, the former military buildings and the connections
it wants to create to important adjacent sites. Analytical plans and sections were
made in conjunction with comprehensive research into the history and future
of the site with the intention of ensuring all elements of the site were consciously integrated into the proposed design.
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Key Terminology
Monastery. A group of buildings where monks live and worship. 6

Artisan. A worker in a skilled trade, especially one that involves making things by hand.12

Monk. A member of a religious community of men typically living under vows of poverty,
chastity, and obedience7

Bottega. The studio or workshop of a major artist in which other artists may participate
in the execution of the projects or commissions of the major artist.13

Nun. A member of a religious community of women, typically one living under vows of
poverty, chastity, and obedience8

Artisan Guild. An association of craftsmen or merchants formed for mutual aid and
protection and for the furtherance of their professional interests.14

Convent, Abbey, Priory. These terms are relatively synonymous
when speaking of a monastery. In general, they are ‘sub-categories’ of monasteries.
Abbey – a Christian monastery under the rule of an Abbot or Abbess.9
Priory – A subordinate of an abbey. A Christian monastery under the rule of a Prior or
Prioress (of lesser rank to an Abbot)10
Convent - a Christian community of nuns living together under monastic vows.11
6 “Monastery,” Cambridge Dictionary, Accessed July 2018, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/
dictionary/english/monastery
7 “Monk,” Oxford dictionaries, Accessed July 2018, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/monk
8 “Nun,” Oxford dictionaries, Accessed July 2018, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/nun
9 “Difference between Abbey and Monastery,” Difference Between, Accessed July 2018,
https://www.differencebetween.com/difference-between-abbey-and-vs-monastery/
10 “Difference between Abbey and Priory,” Difference Between, accessed July 2018, http://
www.differencebetween.net/miscellaneous/religion-miscellaneous/difference-between-abbey-and-priory/
11 “Convent,” Oxford dictionaries, accessed July 2018, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/convent
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12 “Artisan,” Oxford dictionaries, accessed July 2018, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/artisan
13 “Bottega,” Merriam-Webster, accessed June 2018, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/bottega
14 “Guild Trade Association,” Encyclopaedia Britannica, accessed July 2018, https://www.
britannica.com/topic/guild-trade-association
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2.0 Literature Survey
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The discussion begins with Aldo Rossi with Architecture of the City and Camillo
Sitte with City Planning According to its Artistic Principles to clarify understanding
of the city as whole, and then analyse the value and characteristics of its component parts. Rossi and Sitte find that the city as a whole and its individual
parts share a common character, likening the city to “a giant man-made house,
a macrocosm of the individual house of man”1. Their belief in this inherent
dissolution of scale among whole and part is a central characteristic of a urban
medieval monastery. Made from of complex grouping of unique spaces, the
monastery can be likened to a quasi-urban microcosm.
1 Aldo Rossi, The Architecture of the City, translated by Diane Ghirardo and Joan Ockman (Cambridge Mass.: MIT Press, 1982) p. 5.
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The Urban Artefact: Aldo Rossi
The term ‘typology’ is central to this research project. The monastery is an
architectural typology because it possesses specific and consistent physical characteristics, that with time have enabled it to be classified and differentiated from
other building types. Aldo Rossi explains this concept in The Architecture of the
City:
“Function alone is insufficient to explain the continuity of urban artifacts. If
the origin of the typology of urban artifact is simply function, then this hardly
accounts for the phenomenon of survival. A function must always be defined
in time and in society: that which closely depends on it as always bound up with
its development.”2
And so, it is the form that becomes symbolic but not definitive of function. The
form is bound to the historical development of the building and it is this aspect
that defines the typology.
The Architecture of the City is a reaction against the modernist movement, expressing ambivalence towards their ideals and planning methods which over-prioritise the functional aspects of the city in pursuit of a “sanitized utopia.”3 Rather
than disrupt the city with radical new forms and typologies of architecture,
Rossi argues that one must respect these inherent, common types, imagining
functions in an algebraic sense – where their values are only knowable as functions of one another.
With this in mind, the history of cities can be read in their structure. Rossi is
preoccupied with the concept of the urban artefact and its ability to characterise
not only the historical but also future traces of a city. The monastery can be understood as one such artefact. Returning to the subjects of typology and history,
Rossi proposes that the city must be understood as a construction over time, a
collective effort of many individuals, observing that “cities tend to remain on
2 Rossi, The Architecture of the City, p. 60.
3 Peter Eisenman, Eisenman Inside-out: selected writings (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004) p.
134.

their axes of development, maintaining the position of their original layout and
growing according to the direction and meaning of their older artefacts.”4 It is a
process that imitates natural law.
The physical structure of a city is analogous to a “skeleton”5, a record of civilization that has passed and a future that will pass. In this way, the historic material of the city supports its morphological and transformative existence, and one
pertaining to its permanence. Rossi refers to primary elements of the city, such
as monuments, as “permanencies” and these permanencies have a propelling
power over the city’s morphology. They are able to synchronize past, present
and future within the process of urbanization and survive precisely because
they are not defined by their previous function or context, but rather their form,
which has always been able to adapt to multiple functions. Now the analogy of
the skeleton becomes more apparent – no longer functioning as before, this
unchangeable, permanent artefact functions as a record of time and of its citizen’s collective memory. And it is when the “broadest adaptability to multiple
functions corresponds to an extreme precision of form”6 a persistent urban
artefact is found.
On one level the project is concerned with the existing monastery. It sympathises with its current state but also considers what it might become in the future.
Subsequently, this project tries to understand how the artefact co-exists with its
surroundings and how it has the potential to influence what happens around it
on its historical continuum. This is the “propelling, morphological power” that
Rossi describes earlier. And so, the pre-existing buildings act as the skeleton,
providing the framework for the new intervention. Tracing back the historical
events of the site, parts of its character are carried forward into the new intervention as historical traces, whilst inspiring its future traces and the new building’s ability to become ‘its own’, observed through its formal and functional
making.
4 Rossi, The Architecture of the City, p. 59.
5 Eisenman, Eisenman Inside-out, p. 135.
6 Eisenman, Eisenman Inside-out, p. 137.
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‘La Città Analoga’, The Analogous City
The Analogous City is an experimental collective collage of photocopied images
taken from Aldo Rossi’s personal projects, his collaborators and from ancient
architectural masterpieces for the 1976 Venice International Architecture Biennale. This map intends to highlight the importance of associations and analogies
when constructing new urban form. It is an aggregation of preceding typological references in new combinations, each piece becoming a member of a sort
of visual vocabulary that has aided the design of an entirely new reality, with
Rossi describing it as “the capacity of the imagination born from concrete”.
This reality is referred to as “analogous mutation” by contributing architect Fabio Reinhart, whereby ‘mutation’ is the acting imagination. The map stimulates
collective and personal memory by identifying multiple references represented
by a range of techniques such as orthographic, oblique, perspective and the distortion of scale. References include the chapel of Notre Dame du Haut by Le
Corbusier, Tempietto of San Pietro in Montorio by Donato Bramante, Rossi’s
own Cemetery of San Cataldo in Modena, and references to the territories such
as of Northern Lombardy, alongside many unreal, imagined places.7 It is the
overlaying of these references disparate in time, location and being that mobilise
this map and liken it to the construction of a real, dynamic city.
7 “The Analogous City: The Map”, Infoscience, accessed September 1, 2018, https://infoscience.epfl.ch/record/209326/files/Rodighiero%202015%20The%20Analogous%20City%20
The%20Map.pdf
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Within an editorial, “The analogous city: panel”, Rossi begins to explain and
give contextual relevance for the map left originally unexplained:
“The theme of the analogous city, (in a broader way, than can be expressed in
the panel), concerns the relation between reality and imagination . . . It seems
to me important that reality and imagination make up the two terms of a
civilised progress or at any rate of an improvement of the city.”8
And so it seems, this is the where the imaginative freedom of the creator finds
its value. This essential play of conscious and unconscious mind imagining
the future of the city while understanding its pre-existing parts, speaks of the
value of artistic sensibility that is developed in the theories of Camillo Sitte.
8 Excerpt from the “The analogous city: panel” in Lotus International, Milano, December 1976,
no. 13, p. 5-8, cited in “The Analogous City: The Map” by Dario Rodighiero, Fabio Reinhart,
and Aldo Rossi.

(Fig. 1) The Analogous City, by
Aldo Rossi, Eraldo Consolascio,
Bruno Reichlin and Fabio Reinhart
at the International Architecture
Exhibition for the Venice Biennale
in 1976
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City Planning According to Artistic Principles:
Camillo Sitte
“If we wish to rediscover the free inventiveness of the old masters and react against the inflexible geometric principles of their successors, we must make an effort to follow the paths over
which our ancestors went by instinct in ages that had a traditional esteem for art.”9
– Camillo Sitte, City Planning According to Artistic Principles
Camillo Sitte is concerned with the aesthetics of urban planning. It is his insistence on making space feel right, feel contained, and feel thoughtfully articulated
that concerns this project. In City Planning According to Artistic Principles, Sitte asserts that all cities should attempt to find a unity between modern day planning
and artistic methods.10 City planning (of the time) consisted of wide boulevards,
and over-sized public squares placed in relationship to primary traffic routes and
mindless gridded tenement blocks. Sitte observed how these transformations
removed the individual’s psychological relationship to the city - an intrinsic, artistic one. Instead, Sitte believes that the artistic methods of urban planning are
fundamental to providing pleasurable urban environments and he finds these
methods manifested in the streets and buildings that characterised ancient and
medieval cities. These cities are irregular and have grown in an organic manner,
and when explored, play with the notion of expectation and surprise. This is the
work of the intuitive sensibility of the artist, instilling the human element into
architecture and planning.
9 Camillo Sitte, City Planning According to Artistic Principles, translated by George R Collins and
Christine Crasemann, (New York: Random House, 1965) p. 13.
10 Camillo Sitte, City Planning According to Artistic Principles
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Sitte’s work concerns primarily the design of the relationship between groupings
of buildings, monuments and public squares and how to inform their formal
layout and consequent perception. Sitte believed, symmetry and absolute geometric regularity added little to the picturesque arrangement of medieval cities
stating that “everyone knows from personal experience that these disruptions in
symmetry are not unsightly. On the contrary, they arouse our interest as much
as they appear natural, and preserve a picturesque character. Few people, however, understand why irregularity can avoid giving an unpleasant appearance.
We must study a map to understand it.”11 As a construct over time, design from
the ground up as opposed to a sterile drawing board, symmetry rarely emerged,
instead each building found a counter balance of buildings that ensured an overall visual and spatial equilibrium.12 And it is this notion of balance rather than
symmetry that connects to the idea of artistic sensibility.
11 Sitte, City Planning According to Artistic Principles, p. 13.
12 Sitte, City Planning According to Artistic Principles, p. 32.

(Fig. 2-3)Top down: Irregularity
observed in plan, is diffused in
perspective. Piazza Erbe,
Verona, Italy

(Fig. 4) The figure-ground map of Rome produced by Giambattista Nolli in 1748 helps one to understand what Sitte means when he likens the public square to another ‘room’ within a city whereby “the
place of the forum in cities corresponds to that of the principal room of a house”. The city squares but
also the churches, occupy the negative, white space, which represents public space. A normal map
would isolate each individual building but this simplified map is seen as though it were a network
of seamless, labyrinth of interconnected voids that give a unique perspective on how the public can
occupy and move through the city. As part of the design methodology seen later, a Nolli map of the
project’s site in Florence. However, analytical limitations lie in the map’s simplicity. Therefore in this
proect many other drawings have been made to help reveal other irregular variables.
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Collage City, Colin Rowe
Colin Rowe understands the city as a collage of historical fragments and believes that such technique should be used for future urban growth. The function
of collage is introduced through the opening drawing of Collage City, named a
“City of Composite Presence” by David Griffin and Hans Kolhoff.13 The drawing creates a juxtaposition of ordered and disordered space where each building
is characterised by its own formal arrangement but also by its attachments, even
collisions, with adjacent buildings that make it difficult to determine where one
building starts and ends. Buildings in the composition include the Uffizi Gallery,
La Strada Nuova, and Piazza dell’Anfiteatro. The ‘collisions’ suggest the work
of both a conscious and unconscious mind, organising a set of once completely
unrelated objects into a harmonious whole where one is uncertain whether the
parts once belonged apart or always existed together. It is this unique mindset
that creates such ambiguity and gives the arrangement a notion of incompleteness, making it feel like the plan is still moving and growing within its current
state.
New associations represented through collage act as analogies for new devised
fragments of a city. These fragments are summarised in the last chapter of
Collage City as a concise list of “objets trouvés”14 (found objects) and include “stabilisers”, “ambiguous and composite buildings”, and “nostalgia producing instruments,” all of which offer receptive starting points for urban growth. With
a similar post-modern logic to Rossi, Rowe disbelieves in the modernist ‘total
design’ approach, and instead believes that urban design must first be realised
through fragmentation. For Rowe, urban design through collage is a technique
that frees the city from becoming a finite unchangeable entity, stating that:
“It seems to be a technique for using things and simultaneously disbelieving in
them …. , to be dealt with in fragments without our having to accept it in toto,
which is further to suggest that collage could even be a strategy [that] might
even fuel a reality of change, motion, action and history.”15
13 Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter, Collage City, p. 1
14 Rowe and Koetter, Collage City, p. 151.
15 Rowe and Koetter, Collage City, p. 149.
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(Fig. 5) “City of Composite Presence” by David Griffin and Hans Kolhoff.

Thus, collage is a tool for ensuring sensitive and ongoing urban metamorphous because
it depends on pre-existing elements to help dictate consequent actions. It is a technique
for producing new city fragments that retain the memory of the past, salvage and reuse
pre-existing objects, recycling their meanings in order to generate an accompanying set
of new meanings that are both unique and belonging to its place.

Rowe’s principles have informed the project’s site selection. Florence, as an ancient
city, was built in a largely unconscious
vernacular style. Its sporadic growth can be
witnessed everywhere. The site of San Giorgio alla Costa was selected partially for its
complex historical growth pattern, consisting of an amalgam of monastic and military
buildings that have been added, fused and
extended over the course of 700 years. The
placement of the new complex will consider how surrounding buildings may change
over time, how they can work in favour of
the school, how the school could act as an
organic extension of the existing system
that remains receptive to change. However,
as Camillo Sitte mentions, “the vitality of
the glorious old models should inspire us to
something other than fruitless imitation.”16
16 Sitte, City Planning According to Artistic Principles, p. 73.

(Fig. 6) Canaletto: ‘Capriccio con edifici palladiani’, 1756, a Palladian Design for the Rialto bridge. Here is a painters interpretation of
bricolage, whereby, we are unsure whether we see an idealised Venice, or a Vicenza that could have been ... or as Aldo Rossi describes “an
imaginary Venice built on top of a real one” . The reference is shown in both ‘Collage City’ and ‘Architecture of the City’, an example of
how a city can speak of its origins, through its physicality, all while creating and imagining new possibilities of reality.
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Bricolage, Claude-Lévi Strauss
“The bricoleur, says Lévi-Strauss, is someone who uses ‘the means at hand,’ that is, the instruments he finds at his disposition around him, those which are already there .... one tries by
trial and error to adapt them, not hesitating to change them whenever it appears necessary.”17
Bricolage, by way of ‘collage’ is explored by Rowe, however the concept was initially explored by Claude Lévi-Strauss in La Pensée Sauvage18 (The Savage Mind).
Derived from the French word “bricoleur” meaning “to tinker”, bricolage is
an improvised but thoughtful process of combining an inventory of existing
means in order to create something completely new. Bricolage links improvisation and endeavor. Similarly, the typology of the monastery, as a pre-established
collective of buildings, combined with the characteristics of the site and existing
buildings. Each piece has its own constraints, but the way they are combined will
suggest as Lévi-Strauss describes “a sort of freedom afforded by constraints…
to help channel new modes of thinking”. Thus, this technique suggests existing
means are open to abstraction through the experimental design process.
17 Jacques Derrida, “Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences”,
translated by Alan Bass, in Jacques Derrida “Writing and Difference”, (Chicago: University of
Chicago press, 2017)
18 George Weidenfield and Nicholson Ltd, “From the Savage Mind, by Claude Lévi-Strauss”,
accessed October 17, 2017, http://web.mit.edu/allanmc/www/levistrauss.pdf
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A section of Pirro Ligorio’s The Antiquae Urbis Romae Imago accuratissime ex vetustis monumentis formata,19 produced in 1561, can be compared to Kolhoff ’s and
Griffins’s “City of Composite Presence” while also alluding back to the principles found in “The Analogous City”. It is a detailed, imaginative engraving depicting Imperial Rome from a birds-eye. The location of many monuments may
be known, but what precisely happens between them in many cases is unknown.
Thus, the location, style and scale of these buildings between the monuments
are filled in through artistic improvisation to make the city’s composition feel
right. Also, the perspective view map breaks down the hard edges found in
the two dimensional plan and portrays a more truthful representation of how
each buildings is both its own and also part of a blended total. The process of
‘imagining’ how this project’s new intervention will respond to the existing site
buildings will learn from this technique.
19 “Pirro Ligorio’s Antiquae Urbis Romae Imago’ (Image of the Ancient City of Rome)”, Socks
Studio, accessed August 31, 2018, http://socks-studio.com/2016/03/13/pirro-ligorios-antiquaeurbis-romae-imago-image-of-the-ancient-city-of-rome-1561/

(Fig. 7) Imperial Map of Rome, plan c.1834. Colin Rowe interprets ‘bricolage’ in Collage City, referencing Villa Adriana in Tivoli and Imperial Rome as products of bricolage. sHe describes them as “pieces that lie
around in a condition of inter-dependence, independence and multiple
interpretability” (pg. 106). In light of Lévi- Strauss, the bricoleur would
pick up these pieces, to form a composition that will solve new problems.

(Fig. 8) A section of Pirro Ligorio’s The ‘Antiquae Urbis Romae Imago
accuratissime ex vetustis monumentis formata’, 1561.
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Understanding the Bricolage as a Design Process
“Design as Bricolage: Anthropology Meets Design Thinking,” is an article published in Design Studies Journal, 1999 by Panagiotis Louridas for the University
of Manchester. It is a journal focussed on understanding of design processes
across all scientific and artistic domains. 20 Referring to La Pensée Sauvage, the
author formulates a possible methodology of designing through bricolage.
As opposed to the engineer, who asks what do I need to achieve my goal? The
bricoleur asks, what do I have to achieve my goal? Colin Rowe believes that the
architect must combine these two questions as “The artist (architect) as both
something of a bricoleur and something of a scientist!”21
20 Panagiotis Louridas, “Design as Bricolage: Anthropology Meets Design Thinking,” Design
Studies, vol. 20, issue 6 (1999): p. 517-535. https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/design-studies/vol/20/issue/6
21 Rowe and Koetter, Collage City, p. 105.

1. The first step is retrospective - understanding what tools and materials
are at one’s predisposition. The tools available are both concrete and
abstract entities. They are concrete because they are ‘pre-constrained’,
as they have original uses bound within their history. Constraints may
also be environmental, socio-cultural, financial, conditions outside the
of bricoleur’s control. However, the tools are also abstract entities,
meaning that they hold the potential to be assigned new roles depending on the situation they are made subject to.
2. Take an inventory of these tools.
3. Interrogate each, asking, what do they “signify”, and what could the
signify. Each tool possesses its own use, its own beauty and its own
meaning, or analogy, and it is important to understand each of these
before defining their new place within a structure.
4. Work with them. The bricoleur places each within their given context,
and reorganises them through his understanding of their purpose and
the occasions he hopes to create - “The decision to use an element depends on the possibility to put another in its place, so that each choice
will involve a complete reorganisation of the structure, which will very
be the same as he vaguely imagined, nor the same as some other, which
he might prefer.”22 Each tool could offer a problem, or an opportunity.
Adaptions are made when problems are encountered.
22 Panagiotis Louridas, “Design as Bricolage: Anthropology Meets Design Thinking.” p. 519.
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3.0 Monastery
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Historic Origins
Monasterios – Greek word – to live alone
From the root - Monos – alone - terion – place for doing something
The Christian monastery is a complex of buildings that serve a religious community of monks or nuns. Depending on the location and the religious order,
these communities would practice self-sufficiency and solidarity or service the
community through their apostolic messages and practices. The social and religious philosophies that a monastic community held was reflected in the architecture of the monastery – its organisation, materiality, spaces, size and its
chosen location.
Origins of the Christian monastery begin within a world that persecuted the
practice of Christianity. The Roman Empire, before the Edit of Milan in 313AD
which legalised Christianity, caused many followers within Europe and the Middle East to take recluse, which included Saint Andrew of Egypt (251AD). Saint
Andrew lived in absolute solitude on a mountain near the Nile river leading a life
of deprivation in order to withstand the devil’s temptations. After twenty years
Saint Andrew emerged back in the community and began to organise a model
for Christian monasticism alongside the hermits who yearned for the “spiritual
purity and freedom”1 observed in Saint Andrew.2 Over the 3rd and 4th centuries
monasticism would spread throughout the Roman Empire.3
1 “Saint Anthony of Egypt”, Encyclopaedia Britannica, accessed March 30, 2018, https://www.
britannica.com/biography/Saint-Anthony-of-Egypt
2 “Saint Anthony of Egypt”, Encyclopaedia Britannica
3 Christopher Brooke, The Age of the Cloister (New York: Paulist Press, 2003) p. 38.
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Almost three centuries later, Saint Benedict of Nursia followed a similar path.
The monk withdrew from the world in a cave in Subaico, Italy. Over three years
many shepherds followed Saint Benedict, his teachings and apostolic messengers during this time, that would then provide the foundation for the first monastic order, the Benedictine Order. In 525 and 529 AD he founded one of the
greatest abbeys in Europe, ‘Montecassino’ in Cassino, Italy.4
However, monasticism did not become widespread in Western Europe until
Holy Roman Emperor Charlemagne and his Carolingian Empire in 800AD.
The empire sought to suppress, unite and Christianise neighbouring kingdoms
in order to reinstate peace and educate the population after centuries of war
and hostility fuelled by Barbarian invasions. The establishment of monasteries
during this time became a means for achieving this goal, while becoming symbols of Christian Faith and the power of the Christian Empire. For this reason,
including the increase wealth and land ownership, the religious communities
became progressively involved outside of the monastery, playing key roles in the
political decision making within their towns.5
4 “A Life of Saint Benedict”, Saint Benedict Church, accessed March 10, 2018, http://www.
saintbenedict.org/saint-benedict/
5 Caitlin Coady, “The Role of the Monastery in the Carolingian Empire”, The York Historian,
accessed April 10 2018, https://theyorkhistorian.com/2015/06/23/the-role-of-monasteries-in-the-carolingian-empire/

The Monastic Orders
The monastery was not as autonomous as one may believe. Following the establishment of the Order of Saint Benedict, many codifications of Christian orders
emerged. However, they can be roughly divided into two categories: mendicant
and contemplative. Each held different views on how the monastery should be
built in relation to their religious philosophies.

astery were especially influential in their practices. Their presence within the city
and their impact on the health of public life was considered indispensable. The
wealth of the monastery’s wider community, tied to its social, political and economic capital, was reflected in the monastery’s size and splendour and allowed
the monastery to grow when needed.7 8

A mendicant order (mendicare, latin ‘to beg’), held a lifestyle ‘as Christ did’ – one
of poverty, renouncing property, travelling and living in urban areas for preaching and evangelism. Survival depended on living in urban areas (having the
greatest concentration of people), goodwill and material support of the people
to whom they preached. As the mendicant monks’ primary aim was the evangelism of the masses, the church granted them the freedom to travel beyond their
convent and territory in order to spread and reinforce their faith. It was on one
of their journeys to the east, Byzantine art was discovered. They learned the
value of visual art in the communication of the evangelism – helping to prompt
conversion and strengthen ones existing faith. After this realisation, churches
began to be filled with religious art. In particular, the ‘scriptorium’ was formed,
a room that supported the illumination of religious manuscripts. Examples of
Mendicant orders include the Franciscan’s, Dominican’s and Servite’s.6

Contemplative orders, such as the Benedictines, Cistercians and Carthusians led
a very different life. They made less interaction with their wider community
and devoted themselves to prayer and penance for sanctification (freeing of
sin) in order to purify the world. Artistic adornment within the monastery was
considered distracting, expensive and inappropriate. Thus, their buildings strove
for ultimate simplicity, which emphasized the pure, geometric proportions of
their buildings.9

Although their religious practice was concentrated within the monastery, urban monasteries, usually occupied by mendicant orders, became repositories of
knowledge in the sciences, mathematics, arts, and centres of agricultural and
economic productivity. Notably, it was the Dominican order that introduced
the making of illuminated choir books for their community. In Florence, the
Dominican’s of Santa Maria Novella and the Franciscan’s of Santa Croce mon6Anne Labbat,“Mendicant Orders in the Medieval World”, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
accessed April 10 2018, https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/mend/hd_mend.htm
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7 “The Dominicans of Santa Maria Novella”, Opera per Santa Maria Novella, accessed March
10, 2018, https://www.smn.it/en/dominican-friars/
8 “Chronology of the Franciscans in Santa Croce”, Santa Croce Firenze, accessed March 10,
2018, http://www.santacroceopera.it/en/Spiritualita_TimelineFrancescani.aspx
9 Jean Sorabella, “Monasticism in Western Medieval Europe”, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
accessed March 10,2018, https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/mona/hd_mona.htm

The ‘Ideal Monastery’: Saint Gallen, Switzerland, 719
The plan of Saint Gall is thought to be the earliest preserved drawing visualization of a monastic plan in the Middle Ages. Translation of the inscriptions
on the plans reveals a message - “Exercise your ingenuity and recognize my
devotion”10 suggesting that the plans should be used as a guide, rather than a
set of instructions.
Researchers have been unable to pinpoint the precise author or the date and location of the drawings. Nor do the inscriptions assign a title for which the plans
were created. These unknowns further support the hypothesis that the plans
were intended to represent the contemplation of an “ideal medieval monastic
community.”11
10 Bernard Frischer and Patrick Geary, “The Plan of St. Gall”, Carolingian Culture at Reichenau and
St Gall, accessed October 7, 2017, http://www.stgallplan.org/en/index_plan.html
11 Bernard Frischer and Patrick Geary, “The Plan of St. Gall.”

(Fig. 10) Clarified plan of Saint Gall.
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(Fig. 11) A typical plan of a Medieval Cistercian
monastery
1. Narthex
2. Lay brothers’ choir
3. Monks Choir
4. Transept chapel/sacristy
5. Armarium (book closet)
6. Cloister
7. Chapter House
8. Monks parlour
9. Stairs to Monks Dormitory
10. Scriptorium
11. Calefactory (Warming Room)
12. Refectory
13. Lavorarium
14. Kitchen and store
15. Lay brothers’ parlour
16. Lay brothers’ refectory
17. Stairs to Lay brothers’ dormitory
18. Lay brothers hall

zone exclusive to monks
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The reclusive sanctuary
During the Middle Ages, the monastery “was clearly a little world, an oasis of
sanity in a barbarian kingdom”. Today, the monastery continues to be likened to
a sanctuary in the middle of a dense, bustling city. Not only tied to the artisan
and the monks, the continued reuse of these buildings suggests that there are
some values inherent to the typology which strongly inform its formal and functional structure. These private worlds accessible only to those who live there are
often found scattered through historical cities such as Florence, helping to stitch
the fragments of the city together. There is something in the way of its reclusive
nature, acting as micro sanctuary in the middle of a bustling city that makes the
spaces and its presence still attractive today.

(Fig. 12) The Cloisters of San Lorenzo Fuori le Mura in Rome
by Christoffer Wilhelm Eckersberg 1814 - 1816.
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Unpacking the Monastery
The three spaces considered the most important and essential within the Monastery have been outlined in most depth. These are the church, cloister and cell.
Understanding only these explains a lot about life within the monastery and the
architecture that supports its practices.

Church
“In the Church, God, Saints, the monks, and their lay visitors had each to have their compartments, linked in a unified whole, but yet separate and distinct”12 – Christopher Brooke,
The Age of the Cloister
The origins of the church date back to the early Roman basilica, and would
always be built in adequate size to host the entire local community. The church
is the main entrance to the monastic complex and is the main place for providing a spiritual and physical link between the secular and pious worlds. The
single volume space divided into separately occupied zones each with their own
unique physical characteristics and functions. Of all buildings in the monastery,
it is the primary location for sacraments, ceremonies and ritual. According to
their strict daily rituals and the time of year, monks may be called to service in
the church every one or two hours. 13The relationships between space, occupant
and function are outlined below:
Nave in the centre for the visitors.
Aisles for the circulation of visitors and pilgrims without disrupting the mass
and choir.
Choir stalls in the middle of the nave.
Chapels along the aisles.
An apse at the rear, the most sacred.
Galleries above the aisles.
A crypt for burials and secondary chapel space.
Clerestory windows provide the main light source while preserving the interior
privacy.
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12 Christopher Brooke, The Age of the Cloister (New York: Paulist Press, 2003) p. 77.
13 Brooke, The Age of the Cloister, p. 70-71.

(Fig. 13) Church of Cistercian monastery Le Thoronet, 1157, Provence, France

(Fig. 14) Plan diagram of old Saint Peter’s Basilica Rome. The complexity of the plan demonstrates well the longitudinal and transervsal
layers of the church that mediate contrasting functions.
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Level Division

(Fig. 15-16) From top: Secton of the basilica of San Miniato
al Monte, Florence; Section diagramming spatial delineation.
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Aisles

(Fig. 17-20) Clockwise from top: Nave and aisels of the Church of San Lorenzo, Florence; Transept
chapels of Santa Croce, Florence; typical secton through church; localised sketch plan view showing
chapels as niches along interior wall face of church.

Gallery

Ceiling height

(Fig. 21-22) From top: gallery level of Saint Agnes, Rome; Sketch diagram
showing typical gallery/aisle/nave relationship.

(Fig. 23-24) From top: secton through nave and choir of Sant’Ambrogio, Milan; simplified section of interior volume, Sant’Ambrogio.
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Tramezza
The tramezza (plural tramezzi) is a very important element within a monastic
church as it creates a series of physical boundaries between the laity, consisting
of the lay brothers and sisters, and the clergy. Tramezza translates as ‘partition’
and is the Italian term to describe the English ‘rood screen’ known to support
the rood or crucifix. Giorgio Vasari uses the term to describe divisions in a secular space as well as the partitions of churches in his autobiography “Le Opere di Giorgio Vasari.”14 Important paintings and religious imagery were often
displayed, providing contemplative imagery to the faithful. Italian tramezza are
found uniquely in monastic churches, serving as an extension to the cloistered
interior of the monastery.15
The requirement of screening between monks and laity was first set out in
the chapter of the Dominican Order in 1249. The nature of the tramezza,
only partially visually permeable, preserved the mystery associated with the
practices of the friars. When the friars were not in choir, the laymen could
access through the doors of the tramezza and circulate the upper church to its
altar and chapels. One finds that the door from the cloister to the church was
always located on the choir side, thus by observing its location the size of the
choir within the upper church can be determined. Beyond the tramezzi would
be the choir enclosure and beyond this, the high altar.
14 Giorgio Vasari, Le Opere di Giorgio Vasari, Pittore e Architetto Aretino (Florence: David
Passigli e Soci, 1832), The Internet Archive, accessed October 3, 2018, https://archive.org/
details/leoperedigiorgio01vasa/page/n9
15 Marica B. Hall, “Another look at the Rood Screen in the Italian Renaissance”, Sacred Architecture, accessed June 10, 2018, http://www.sacredarchitecture.org/articles/another_look_at_the_
rood_screen_in_the_italian_renaissance
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In 1249, the Dominican Order was the first to order the construction of tramezzi in all of their churches. The churches of Santa Maria Novella and Santa
Croce, similarly of mendicant orders, had tall and deep double story tramezzi,
with three openings, two associated with the aisles and one with the nave. The
complexity of these tramezzi allowed them to serve as a stage set for the ‘sacra
rappresentazione’, performance of the choir or particularly Florence for the performance of sacred plays held most often on feast days.
However, it was more common to find a simple wall to bisect the church in
smaller single nave churches. The Dominican convent of San Marco demonstrates this. In other cases, such as San Miniato al Monte, separation between the
laity and friars was achieved by raising the choir above the crypt. Then in Santissima Annuniziata a ‘retrochoir’ was used, a choir designed within a rotunda
surrounded by radiating chapels. By creating a more enclosed space they could
maintain greater privacy, a quality they treasured.16
16 Marica B. Hall, “Another look at the Rood Screen in the Italian Renaissance,” Sacred Architecture, accessed June 10, 2018, http://www.sacredarchitecture.org/articles/another_look_at_the_
rood_screen_in_the_italian_renaissance

(Fig. 25-28) Clockwise from top. Tramezza of the Sistine Chapel, Rome; Elaborate division of the choir and nave
in Santa Maria delle Grazie in Varello, Italy; typical location of the tramezza in the church; Sectional diagram of
tramezza between nave and choir.
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Cloister
“Forming a continuous and solid architectural barrier… that effectively separates the world
of the monks from that of the serfs and workmen, whose lives and works went forward outside
and around the cloister.”17
– Walter Horn, On the Origins of the Medieval Cloister.
The term cloister is derived from the Latin, claustrum – ‘to close or shut,’ also
‘prison, lock, barrier.’18 The cloister is essential for amalgamating the formal
and function elements of the monastery which is why it can be considered a
definitive element of a monastic complex. Interesting is how the word means
to close in, shut off, isolate, yet such closing off stimulates a positive, contemplative experience.
After the church, the cloister was the most sacred place in a monastery, and
as people wanted to be next to God in their afterlife, it would also function as
burial ground. For this reason it is a very private space, of nature, beauty and
silence. Privacy is achieved by enclosing the open space, on all four sides, with
supporting buildings acting as the ‘walls’ between outside and inside the monastery. The open space in the middle, known as the garth, and its void to the sky,
symbolises a gateway to heaven.19
The cloister is a centre for activity “in worship, eating sleeping, reading, bathing
and shaving, and for this the four square, ample cloister, ideally suited for ritual
and procession from church to refectory, from refectory to dormitory, and so
17 Walter Horn, “On the Origins of the Medieval Cloister,” Gesta, vol. 12, No. 1/2, (1973): p.
13, https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.2307/766634
18 Horn, “On the Origins of the Medieval Cloister”, p. 13.
19 Christian Frost, Time, Space, and Order: The Making of Medieval Salisbury (Bern: Peter Lang,
2009) p. 191.
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on, may seem well suited for its purpose.”20 Traditionally, it is located on the
southern side of the church, for ample light and warmth, and proximity to the
church for important processionals. Sometimes the cloister was purposed as a
place to write or copy manuscripts. Therefore, the cloister often provided study
carrels, with supporting niches and armarium (book cupboards) set against the
outer edges.21
Given the cloister’s ongoing dominance in the monastic plan, its origins are
often overlooked. It is difficult to determine the specific starting point for the
birth of the cloister, undoubtedly, the peristyle court of the Greek house, the
colonnaded atrium of the Roman house, the atrium of early Christian basilica
(Sant’Ambrogio, Milan), and the courtyards of the Middle East.22 And so it is
possible to observe many different interpretations of the cloister, all of varying
privacy. In some cases the cloister is enclosed by communal buildings and is a
space of many active practices. In other instances, the cloister was enclosed by
monks cells (Certosa del Galuzzo). This arrangement made the cloister vast, and
therefore increased the sense of privacy.
20 Brooke, The Age of the Cloister, p. 8.
21 “Cloister,” Encyclopedia Britannica, accessed April 2018, https://www.britannica.com/topic/cloister
22 Horn, “On the Origins of the Medieval Cloister,” p. 13.

(Fig. 29) Cloister ambulatory of San Lorenzo Fuori le Mure, Rome. Painting by Christoffer Wilhelm Eckersberg,
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Cloister Variants
The most characteristic feature is the covered, arcaded ambulatory that
circumnavigates the garth. The ambulatory acts as an important processional route, providing an easily navigable pathway to other buildings within the complex. There are many variations in the proportions
and use of the ambulatory between monasteries:

(Fig. 30-31) Ambulatory as processional route.
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(Fig. 32-33) Ambulatory as processional route and external room.

(Fig. 34-35) Ambulatory as processional route and external scriptorium.

(Fig. 36-37) Ambulatory as processional route seamless to garth.
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(Fig. 38) Certosa del Galluzzo, view from road leading up to the monastery. View of Carthusian monks cells.

Service Corridor

(Fig. 39-40)Left. Plan of Certosa del Galluzzo. Colour highlights layers of cloister shifting degree of privacy. Right Section diagram through layers.
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Cell
“Go and sit in your cell, and your cell will teach you everything”23 – Abba Moses, Ethiopian
ascetic monk, 400AD
The term ‘cell’ derived from the Latin, cellula – ‘small chamber’ designed for one
person. A cell is room only for one monk, containing only essential items – a
bed, a small bookcase (even built into the wall), a cabinet and a wash basin. The
minimality invites a spirit of contemplation that directs thoughts away from the
outer world and inwards, towards their inner consciousness that allows them to
form a relationship with God.24
23 Owen Chadwick, ed., Western Asceticism (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2006), p.
42
24 Thomas Coomans, Life Inside the Cloister: Understanding Monastic Architecture: Tradition, Reformation and Adaptive Reuse (Leuven: Leuven Unversity Press, 2018), p. 18.

(Fig. 41-42) From Top: Monk in Cell; monk receiving food through the opening of service corridor

(Fig. 43-44) From Top: Monk in cell;
Monk giving food through the service hatch
opening of the cell.
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Other supporting buildings
The monastery depends on many more buildings to not only support spiritual
learning but also cater for basic needs such as visitors, eating, bathing, tending
to the ill, and workshops for constructing and processing goods. All spaces
were designed to be visited in a sequential manner, with interiors designed to
support the type of ritual and with openings that allowed light to enter where
it was most needed.
Chapter House
Located on the eastern wing of the church and cloister, this small hall acts as the
primary meeting place to discuss the formal business of the abbey.25 However,
they also acted as multifunctional meeting rooms, such as the Pazzi Chapel.26
Seating is often located at the edges and the square shape supports good acoustic quality for small gatherings. The hall’s importance was often celebrated with
an elaborate vaulted roof and frescoes. The concept of the chapter house has
been interpreted and applied to secular buildings, in particular, the reading room
of the British Museum.
Refectory
The name is derived from the latin, reficere, ‘to restore oneself ’, so that refectorium
means, ‘a place one goes to be restored’. It is a place to gather during scheduled
communal meals. Monks eat at long benches, with important officials sitting
on a raised platform at the end of the hall.27 A large basin for ceremonial hand
washing was sometimes located within a semi-open room known as the lavatorium, located on the inner edge of the cloister garth.28
25 Brooke, The Age of the Cloister, p. 77.
26 “Pazzi Chapel”, Santa Croce Firenze, accessed June 2018, http://www.santacroceopera.it/
en/ArchitetturaEArte_CappellaPazzi.aspx
27 “The Refectory”, Saint Marie de la Garde, accessed June 2018, http://www.la-garde.org/
index.php?/en/the-monastery/the-refectory.html
28 Brooke, The Age of the Cloister, p. xii.
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Scriptorium
The scriptorium was the place for the laborious writing, copying, translating and
illuminating of manuscripts by monastic scribes. Painting of imagery alongside
text was also common.29 A supporting library would store the manuscripts. It
was from these practices the earliest education institutions, the foundation of
universities today.
Workshops and Industrial Outbuildings
Perhaps these were the most important buildings to keep the monastery functioning on a daily basis. It was monastic obligation to carry out manual work,
as it warned in the rule of Saint Benedict, “idleness is the enemy of the soul”30
and “Labore est orare” – “Work is prayer”31. It was the desire for a balanced life
of “communal worship, private prayer, reading, and manual work”32 that would
provide variety to the otherwise repetitive daily routine and provide means for
learning, personal development and self-sufficiency.

Other
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Kitchen with a large heath for cooking and preparing meals.
Latrines
Large storehouses
Infirmary. Located close the church entrance.
Lodging for visitors. Located closest to the entrance, that is, closer to
the secular world.
Orphanage
Abbots residence, one of the most elaborate buildings.
Barns, granaries and mills, for animals and processing grains. Also,
sleeping quarters for these workers.

29 Jean Sorabella, “Monasticism in Western Medieval Europe”, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
accessed August 30, 2018, https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/mona/hd_mona.htm
30 Brooke, The Age of the Cloister, p.72.
31 “Rules of the Abbey”, History of Ramsey Abbey, accessed September 23, 2017, http://www.
ramseyabbey.co.uk/rules_of_the_abbey.html
32 The Age of the Cloister, p. 72
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Le Corbusier’s interpretation: La Tourette
Lyon, 1966.
“I hope that you can go to Le Thoronet, and that you will like that place. It seems to me that
there you will find the essence of what a monastery must have been like at the time it was built;
a place where men lived by a vow of silence, devoted themselves to reflection and meditation
and a communal life which has not changed very much over time.” - Father Marie-Alain
Couturier, 19531

Anchorage to the site.
The primary anchoring device is the church. Despite being detached the tall rectilinear form is critical in pinning the collective complex to the steep slope. This
is achieved through its verticality which contrasts the horizontal stratification of
the enclosure by other buildings. It creates a formal tension between the most
important building and the servant spaces.

Le Thoronet, a Cistercian monastery in Provence, was signalled by Abbot
Couturier to Le Corbusier as a guiding precedent when appointed to design La
Tourette, a new educational centre for the Dominican order.
La Tourette is most interesting to this project as it demonstrates methods of
interpreting traditional monastic forms, including how one might ‘break the
rules’ to conform to a specific contextual framework. When analysing La Tourette, it becomes obvious that Le Corbusier is not religious. He simply does
not copy and paste Le Thoronet onto the site. Le Corbusier can be likened to
a bricoleur in his approach. He unties the traditional plan, takes each element
then re-tensions them through dynamic visual and spatial contrasts: stability
and motion, vertical and horizontal, lightness and weight. These contrasts result
from manipulating traditional programmatic and formal constraints as they are
needed to make the building harmonise with the landscape and adjust to the
desired program. The following strategies of most relevance to this project’s
design are discussed:2
1 “Corbusier - Renaissance Man,” Voussoirs: Blogs on Architecture, accessed October 7, 2017,
http://voussoirs.blogspot.co.nz/2012/05/corbusier-renaissance-man.html
2 William J R Curtis, Le Corbusier. Ideas and Forms (London: Phaidon, 1986), p. 181-187.

(Fig. 46) Church as anchor. Horizontal and vertical forms juxtaposed.
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La Tourette

Le Thoronet

(Fig. 47-56) The following contrasts demonstrate how Le Corbusier has interpreted
and translated the inherent spatial forms and qualities of Le Thoronet into a new
landscape.
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Permeability: Outside-in
By lifting, separating and exposing the building forms in places, Le Corbusier
is able to afford the inside and outside more physical and visual permeability.
Each elevation exhibits a different condition of permeability. Some conditions
are abrupt, such as sharply separated but still very loosely attached church and
enclosing u-shaped form seen from the east and west elevations. The gap provides the visiting pilgrims a direct view into the cloister, the internal facades and
valley beyond, so it is possible to remotely witness the private happenings of the
monastery, an uncommon reality in traditional monasteries. Other moments of
exposure are gentler, such as the lifting of the south wing. An untypical view to
the inner network of the complex is created, while maintaining a sense of barrier through the use of cylindrical pilotis, reminiscent of the traditional arched
colonnade, that also act as structural props for the building above.
Permeability: Inside-out
For a rural monastery, and certainly for an urban monastery, views of the outside world were few, perhaps offering only a single window from one’s cell.
However, Le Corbusier is generous in exposing the wider landscape from within. The surrounding forest and wider landscape are treated as though they are
too an ‘inside’. The inner façade of the primary internal circumambulation
corridor and the outer façade of the communal spaces use a fragmented glass
pane façade that intends to exhibit the landscape no more than incorporate its
presence internally. Furthermore, the screens of the cloister ambulatory with
their undulating glass panes create a sense of rhythm with the light, giving a
primal understanding of passing time and space, as experienced in a traditional
monastery.
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(Fig. 57) Inside-out.: The fragmented glass pane.

(Fig. 58) Vertical separation to create visual access to within.

(Fig. 59) Lifting of form to create openings from beneath.
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Juxtaposition of forms.
It is controversial whether La Tourette is a harmonious composition of forms
or a juxtaposition. Le Corbusier’s formal choices are brutal but very intentional.
The final building appears like a bricolage - a collection of new forms, from
old elements, with former functions, each dependent on the other for their
significance and place. The forms are unique in size and shape, some following
the rectilinear form, appearing as one with the primary buildings such as the
internal cross corridor, others such as the lower church, sacristy, chapel and spiral staircase appear as later elements that have latched onto the existing. These
conditions echo the organic extensions of traditional medieval monasteries as
they grow over time.
Material versatility.
The building is considered to be brutalist, with only light, the surrounding landscape and some application of primary colour enlivening the otherwise austere
character of the building. A single material palette, often primitive local brick,
was typical of monasteries due to constraints in material availability, money
and time. However, Le Corbusier takes advantage of the textural versatility of
concrete. He showcases the tactile expressiveness of concrete by contrasting
instances of rough and smooth béton brut (bare concrete) in order to break up
the large building mass into definable areas of private, communal, and service
spaces. Furthermore, the béton brut with its imperfect, handcrafted quality reminisces the building from which it was inspired, Le Thoronet.3
3 Sadia Quddus, “Material Masters: Le Corbusier’s love on concrete,” Archdaily, accessed April
2018, https://www.archdaily.com/574981/material-masters-le-corbusier-s-love-for-concrete
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(Fig. 60) At Le Thoronet the definition of forms is clear. Individual forms appear pulled together, and the collective building appears
well grounded.

(Fig. 61) At La Tourette the forms are more extrapulated than Le
Thoronet - stretching out across the landscape to connect to each
other. The elongated wings of the building make structure appear
like it is sitting lightly on the slope.

(Fig. 62-64) Varying textual contrast using concrete. Clockwise: Inner ‘cloister’; facade monks cells; church facade.
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Louis Kahn’s interpretation
The Unbuilt Dominican Motherhouse
Pennsylvania, 1965-68
“Constantly the question, what is a Monastery? What inspired the first Monastery? You
needn’t know the truth of the circumstantial fact because that is not a guide at all. Anything
in history which happen circumstantially is of little worth. What in history is the sign of the
inevitable is of tremendous worth.” – Louis Kahn, “The Institutions of Man” 1968 4
Kahn’s work is based on his belief in the historical architectural precedent as an
invaluable resource to be analysed, extracting the qualities to keep, re-examine
and reinterpret to suit the new unique context. Many parallels can be found
in the formal and spiritual quality of his work and those found in monasteries,
particularly his pre-occupation with light, space, geometry and materiality. Interesting is his belief in the “inevitable” being of the monastery, as Rossi also
alludes to this idea when he defines “the concept of type as something that is
permanent and complex, a logical principle that is prior to form and that which
constitutes it.”5 While Kahn talks about an inherent “tremendous worth”, and
Rossi speaks of the “permanent” nature of building types, together it appears
that they are suggesting that the typology of the monastery has value independent of specific societal circumstances. Kahn extends this argument when saying that an archetype does not belong to anyone, no more than “waltz belongs
to any musician or oxygen to the discoverer of the element” but rather one must
“find that certain nature”6, and perhaps this is what he means by the inherent
“tremendous worth” to be found and used from the monastery.
4 Michael Merrill, Louis Kahn Drawing to Find Out: The Dominican Motherhouse (Baden: Lars Muller
Publishers, 2010), p. 21.
5 Aldo Rossi, Aldo Rossi, The Architecture of the City, translated by Diane Ghirardo and Joan
Ockman (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1982), p. 40.
6 Merrill, Louis Kahn Drawing to Find Out, p. 36.
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What the Monastery wants to be
The Dominican Motherhouse is an important precedent for this project because
Kahn’s design is very different from the traditional monastic plan. The unorthodox plan is not an effort solely by the architect, but by the Dominican Sisters,
who persevered in ensuring their unique and increasingly public existence was
reflected through the organisation of spaces. And so, the design process explores the tension between what a traditional monastery is, and what the current
circumstances want it to be. These spaces are shown in the adjacent plan.
Louis Kahn’s formal design methodology shares much with the concept of
bricolage. When Kahn says “A plan is a society of rooms. The rooms relate to
each other to strengthen their own unique nature”7 he recognises that each part
is both independent and indispensable to the whole, echoing Rossi and Sitte, but
also the ‘City of Composite Presence’. In particular, an analysis of his Dominican Monastery revealed Kahn’s application of this belief through his unique
interpretation of monastery typology. Using a set of grids, spatial overlaps and
layering, combined with “letting the rooms find their own connections”8, Kahn
creates a plan that brings together previously disconnected spaces into a loose
yet ridged whole. In fact he acts this way because he fears that “a predetermined
total form might inhibit what the spaces want to be”9. This interplay of constituent parts is explained well by Micheal Mirrel:
“The parts, apparently tossed into place like so many dice, with resulting angles
both acute and obtuse, are in fact precisely and subtly intertwined: in terms of
geometry, constructive module, spatial sequences and function. At this stage any
attempt to move or even slightly re-dimension a relevant room would set off a
chain reaction throughout the whole.”10
7 “Louis I. Kahn,” Kahn Korman House, accessed June 2018, http://www.kahnkormanhouse.
com/history/louis-i-kahn/words/
8 Merrill, Louis Kahn Drawing to Find Out, p. 68.
9 Merrill, Louis Kahn Drawing to Find Out, p. 57.
10 Merrill, Louis Kahn Drawing to Find Out, p. 163.

With deeper analysis of the Dominican Monastery
plan a series of design layers is revealed. (Fig 66-70)
Grids
Three grids are established. Each grid appears independent, but it is really a product of working with
the placement of each specific room. The primary
is orthogonal while the secondary grids have no coherent angle or pivot point. All are juxtaposed, but
ultimately controlled by the primary grid. This results
in a formal organisation that is neither absolute or
predictable.
Forms
Symmetrical platonic forms are arranged asymmetrically. Note the use of squares for all primary communal spaces, the chapel, auditorium and refectory, creating a centrality important for communal gathering.
It is the play of closeness and separation of spaces
that gives the plan its strong but fragile energy. Kahn
reverses the traditional ‘order/disorder’ pattern observed earlier. Here, a structured exterior confines
a loosely contained interior. Although unique each
space retains its articulation. The result is a bricolage
of spaces.
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Overlaps
Overlapping of spatial geometries forms ‘bonds’ between spaces. Two elements are exploited: the wall
and the corner. The communal rooms in the centre
are the only spaces connected at the corners as opposed to the enclosing bracket of cells. These abrupt
corner collisions allow spaces to be mediated without mediators while preserving their spatial independence. This formal arrangement retains, if not
improves opportunities for chance encounters and
detours. The wall and the room are sometimes one in
the same. This demonstrates how you do not need arcaded loggias into every space to effectively mediate.

Circuits
Inner and outer paths are created, one for visitors
and the other for the nuns. Both fuse together in the
centre ensuring there is a fluid connection between
the public and private realms. All paths are continuous, with more options for detours existing among
the collection of central communal buildings. Leaving the cell, the sister may choose the path over the
library, the refectory or the kitchen. The casual connections between spaces result is much more domestic feel than traditional layouts, a quality that matched
the sisters’ increasingly active lifestyle.

Lines of sight
The corner overlaps also provide the greatest visual
scope of the adjoining spaces as opposed to entering
from a side wall. This was important for the sisters as
it allowed for what Kahn refers to as ‘remote association,’ something that in his opinion “has a longer
life and love…. You will absorb more by osmosis,
you will see things… you can choose to go in there,
even if you never do, you can get more out of that
arrangement than you can of the other.” 11 This idea
of choice and perspective through visual and physical
layering is discussed later.

Nolli Plan
This plan indicates purely private space in black versus purely public space left clear. The bracket of cells
is emphasised, however the plan also shows how the
continuous form is punctured by public living rooms
and stairwells along its edge. The central spaces remain publicly permeable but visual permeability is restricted by the enclosing private bracket that appears
to hold still and contain these spaces.

11 Merrill, Louis Kahn Drawing to Find Out, p. 33.
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(Fig. 71-75) “Drawing to find out”: This is how Michael Meredith names the title of his book on Louis Kahn’s design for the Domincian Motherhouse.
And so it seems true. Many drawings were used to find out where each building should sit.
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(Fig.76-78) Elevations, sections and perspective drawings exploring the formal character of the Motherhouse reveal how Kahn is trying to balance the Sister’s desire for
both openess and closure to the world. He uses openings of various scales puncturing
the external edge in a way that is not traditionally seen in Medieval Monasteries. The
sketch of the cell (left) shows how he wants the window to be ‘like a room’, a mediating
element between the public and private world.
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Other key design strategies
Ambiguity
Kahn removes clarity of ‘place marking’ versus ‘place making’ buildings. It is
ambiguous as buildings tend to do both simultaneously.
Layering
The formal layout of the monastery controls the relationship between public
and private with both delicacy and tension. As discovered earlier, the traditional physical and visual gradients between public and private spaces are abrupt.
Kahn’s imagined design initially followed this law, fueled by his romantic preoccupation with the monastery in its very medieval, traditional sense. However,
after many iterations and criticism from the Dominican sisters, Kahn develops
a plan that caters for their more liberal and associative occupation. A statement
from Kahn about the design of the chapel describes the new approach well:
“First you have the sanctuary, and the sanctuary is for those who want to kneel.
Around this sanctuary is an ambulatory for those who are not sure but want
to be near. Outside is the court for those who want to feel the presence of the
chapel. And the court has a wall. Those who pass the wall can just wink at it.”12
Kahn’s description demonstrates how the design elements are strongly interconnected and multifunctional, creating a domino-like layering effect. At times
the ambulatory functions much like a wall between the court and chapel. The
treatment of ‘wall as room’ is also used for the cells where “the window wants
to be a little room”. Servant spaces also occupy the hollow columns, which add
visual weight to the communal spaces. Thus, we see several of the traditional
monastery’s derived spatial strategies discussed earlier implemented in Kahn’s
design with fresh interpretation.
12 Merrill, Louis Kahn Drawing to Find Out, p. 97.
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(Fig X, Right) In response to these observations above, a ‘spectrum of social
engagement’ that summarises the experiences one may have within the monastery is made:
1. Complete detachment, both physical and visual.
2. Awareness, sound, movement, distant spaces of objects – all undefined
3. Observation – defined, comprehensible experiences of space, sound,
movement – from a remote location
4. Participation – direct experiences of space, sound and movement –
within the location itself.
This gradient will be used, alongside the monasteries derived spatial strategies to
mediate the relationship between the artisans and visiting public in the proposed
design.
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Derived Spatial Strategies
Observations have revealed eight dominant design principles that will be used
to interpret the monastery and inform the design.
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AN ENCLOSED ENTITY
Within the monastery there is a clear sense of boundary,
between the sacred and secular society. In most cases the
church acts as the gateway and confrontational point of
entry into the wider complex. (Fig. 80)
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SPATIAL LAYERING
Spatial layering produces several spatial and social hierarchies. From public to
communal to private, clearly indicating where one can and cannot go, but also
enabling many people to exist in a single space yet act very much autonomously
to each other. (Fig. 81)
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THE CONTINUOUS PATH
Paths are closed loops, the cloister encourages a radial movement between spaces for efficiency and order. However, these coherent loops often disintegrate into a complex labyrinth of rooms, creating a direct contrast between
the coherent and incoherent path. (Fig. 82)
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UNIQUE DISTINGUISHABLE SPACES.
It is not a single building, but a highly complex amalgamation of rooms - each with their own unique purpose and
each of these purposes is celebrated through the physical and spiritual being of the space. Each building has its
place and fundamental relationship to the other, relative to its hierarchical importance and to the daily rituals of
the monks. (Fig. 83)
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ORIENTATION
The monastery has an orientation, often
determined by the church. But also, each
building and space in the monastery has a
specific spatial reference point, an invisible
gravitation point that gives each space its
own independent orientation. This internal
focus isolates external distractions. (Fig.
84-87)
Church nave
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Chapter House

Cloister Garth

Cell

(DIS)ORDER
The monastery begins with an organised
layout, based on the orthogonal grid. But
secondary functions and later extensions
grow out in a much more organic way, filling up unused spaces in the urban fabric
(like poché), or latching onto the sides of
existing spaces where necessary. Le Corbusier and Kahn both interpret this allowance for ‘disorder’ in their own interpretations of the monastery. (Fig. 88)
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PLACE ANCHORS/PLACE MAKERS
Traditionally, the church is the first and largest building
built. It creates a spatial anchoring point, from which all
other buildings are attached. This process results in the
creation of central cloister, and the enclosing buildings
become like walls, separating the city from the private
spaces within the monastery. Kahn experiments with
space anchoring and making - shifting traditional roles,
creating some ambiguities while still retaining a sense of
enclosure and hierarchy. (Fig. 89)
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PURITY OF LIGHT and LIGHT CONTROL
Light is the only aspect of the outside world that penetrates deeply into the monastery. Aside from being
a very important functional element, it also gives the space natural simplicity. With just walls and light,
the connection between the earth and heavens is emphasised. Generally, clerestories are used to preserve
privacy. (Fig. 92-95)
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All previous theoretical and monastic principle analysis observes amalgamations of forms characterised by what could be described as an ‘ordered looseness’. In response, an attempt was
made independent of the site to recreate and to draw together many of the formal principles discussed so far into a physical composition. This created what might become an ideal scenario,
much like a design basis for the ‘ideal monastery’ developed at Saint Gall. However, in this instance, the imaginary composition is like a tabula rasa, where the ‘pre-existing parts’ needed for
bricolage are non-existent. Therefore, a collection of parts was imagined prior to experimentation as well as some rules that might govern their physical placement: A building that anchors
that may suggest a communal centre; an enclosed arrangement, superimposed grids, as seen in Kahns work, were used to structure the forms while also allowing moments to disrupt this
order, repeated elements that may suggest workshops, but also unique definable elements; fluid connections between spaces, hierarchy, varying scale and spatial layering that suggests a gradient in social engagement.

(Fig. 96-97) Left to right: plan development shown through mulitple drawing iterations; Final model of the ‘ideal plan.’
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4.0 Precedents: Old and New
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Le Murate, District of Santa Croce, Florence, Italy
Le Murate was established in 1424 to accommodate Benedictine nuns who lived
a closed, cloistered life which gave the complex its name, “the walls”. In 1804,
Tuscany was annexed by France, suppressing all religious orders, thereon leading
a violent existence, up until WWII where it acted as an anti-chamber for political
prisoners.1 The prison fell into further disrepair during the flooding in 1966, and
it remained in a dire condition until 1984 when the prison was relocated.
It was then converted into a popular public cultural and recreational space by
Renzo Piano Building Workshop in conjunction with the Public Housing Office
of Florence.2 Five principles were established to define the design outcome:
humanization, conservation, openness, plurality and new architecture. The
ground floor is dedicated to social and cultural networking and events. A café
and restaurant, bar, small galleries and shops, host live performances and film,
and act as a place to sit in privacy from the busy street. Offices occupy the first
floor and public housing and a museum dedicated to the history of the site are
above. This functional mix of openness and permeability reverses its former
history of isolation, enabling it to re-participate in urban life.
The completed work is a valuable example of sensitive urban intervention because it remains historically transparent. Tiny windows fixed with cast iron grills,
punching through the thick stone walls remain as traces of the confined institution. New elements are otherwise clearly legible as modern additions. These
include copper bow windows extending from the housing levels to increase internal light, but still preserving the planar solidarity of the stone façade behind.
The former central gallery of cells, split by a central void, has been transformed
into a main pedestrian artery through the site acting as a rigid connection and
delineator of the two adjacent courtyards and provide a shortcut between the
streets running parallel to the site.3
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1 Deirdre Pirro, “Le Murate,” The Florentine, accessed October 7, 2017, http://www.theflorentine.net/lifestyle/2013/01/le-murate/
2 Pirro, “Le Murate,” The Florentine
3 Christina Donati, “Il grands projets per la cultura: Le Murate,” Il Giornale dell’Architettura,
http://ilgiornaledellarchitettura.com/web/2011/02/21/i-grands-projets-per-la-cultura4-le-murate/

(Fig. 98-99) Top, Bottom: Aerial of entire complex; east courtyard looking towards the
central thoroughfare.

(Fig. 100-102) Clockwise: The central thoroughfare; new balconies for social housing; a new addition for a cafe and bar in one courtyard.
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Kannikegården
Lundgaard and Tranberg Architects
Ribe, Denmark
The new architectural intervention functions as the new house for the local parish’s parochial church council and sits directly adjacent from the existing cathedral, lining the public square. It has also been designed to accommodate a hybrid
of public functions from talks, concerts and film screening. Ancient brick ruins
documenting 1000 years of Danish history exist on the site and have been the
main challenge when addressing the design. The main ruin is the remnants of
the canon’s monastery from 1100 and this piece has been integrated within a
single volume exhibition hall that serves to educate the public about the city’s
cultural and historical layers.
Pertinent to this project is the contemporary translation of the town’s aesthetic
characteristics to inform the identity of the new building. Reddish-brown façade
shingles speak of the texture of terracotta roof tiles but the colour shades speak
of the traditional red bricks, although larger than the traditional size. Roof and
façade are merged into one entity. Traditionally the external walls are presented
from ground to roof, however here the façade stops just above the ground floor,
appearing to hover above a glass façade that serves to expose the ruins to the
public square. The windows also punch through the façade in a similar manner
to the surrounding houses. Instead of carrying over every material and textual
quality of the surrounding area, this project only chooses one predominant material, texture, and colour. Each quality is accentuated to create the unique, contemporary character. For this reason, the new building appears like it belongs to
the collective group of buildings that define the public square.4
4 “Kannikegården/ Lundgaard & Tranberg Architects,” Archdaily, accessed September 16, 2018,
https://www.archdaily.com/804321/kannikegarden-lundgaard-and-tranberg-architects?ad_medium=gallery
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(Fig. 103-105) Clockwise: Material contrast - old against new; inserted
between the historical buildings; formal relationship to the cathedral and
public square.

Stuttgart National Gallery: Neue Staatsgalerie
James Stirling, Stuttgart, Germany
The Stuttgart National Gallery was the result of a 1977 city planning initiative
to revitalise cultural activity. Held as a design competition, the design had to address many site constraints, including how to connect to and formally respond
to the adjacent old state gallery, the presence of other surrounding cultural institutions and the site’s steep slope.
Stirling saw the steep slope as an opportunity to create a public promenade
down the site and through the museum, forming a kind of architectural landscape. This design strategy supplements the existing program by creating opportunities for the public to engage with the museum without needing to formally visit.
The plan borrows the traditional ‘U-shaped’ arrangement of the old museum
to organise the new museum, but is given a modern aesthetic that sets it apart
from its neighbour. Sterling chooses to anchor the complex with a rotunda that
serves several functions. Firstly, as a sculpture garden, then as centre point to
navigate the surrounding museum, then also to accommodate the upper public
walkway that wraps around the perimeter. This layout experiments with how a
simple form can tightly amalgamate several functions while also allowing each
to function autonomously.
Stirling picks up Schinkel’s design of the Altes Museum in Berlin with u-shaped
corridor arrangement and rotunda. Traditional classical design elements such
as columns, gables, architraves are implemented with a modern aesthetic. This
includes the materials, of which travertine and sandstone were supplemented
with coloured industrial steel.5

5 Andrew Kroll, “Neue Staatsgalerie / James Stirling,” Archdaily, accessed August 2018, https://
www.archdaily.com/124725/ad-classics-neue-staatsgalerie-james-stirling

(Fig. 106-108) Clockwise from top, looking towards old National Gallery; walls of
central sculpture garden; aerial view.
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International Contemporary Sculpture Museum
Alvaro Siza and Eduardo Souto de Moura.
Santo Tirso, Portugal
This is a project for the construction of the International Contemporary Sculpture Museum (MIEC) and rehabilitation of the Municipal Museum Abade Pedrosa. This projct is interesting in the way old form meets new and the way the
two independent programs rest alongside each other while sharing an entrance
and other common areas. The Municipal Museum Abade Pedrosa is run by the
8th century Monastery of São Bento whose buildings occupy the rest of the site.6
The new building creates a functional connection between the two pre-existing
buildings, but remains independent through its formal language. The new building adapts to the existing set of historical buildings in several ways: 7
- The corner of the lower limit of the monastery becomes the highest
point of the new building. It’s long slender form tucks under the roof
line of the historic building behind as to respect its formality and view.
- The new and old buildings converge at their ends to create a formal
shared entrance. In this way the visitors are encouraged to visit both
museums.
- However angle at which the new building is orientated and the way the
connection is also pulled back to retain the new building’s front two
corners softens their formal collision, making the buildings appear disconnected from a distance.
- Pavement heights are kept level with the existing monastery.

6 Amy Frearson, “Alvaro Siza and Eduardo Souto de Moura team up for Portuguese museum
project,” Dezeen, accessed June 2018, https://www.dezeen.com/2016/06/03/alvaro-siza-eduardo-souto-de-moura-municipal-museum-abade-pedrosa-former-monastery-sao-bento-santo-tirso-portugal/
7 “MIEC + MMAP / Alvaro Siza + Eduardo Souto de Moura,” Archdaily, accessed June 2018,
https://www.archdaily.com/788789/miec-plus-mmap-alvaro-siza-plus-eduardo-souto-de-moura
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(Fig. 109-110) Aerial view of model showing connection between old and new; Section
from street to rear monastery.

(Fig. 111-113) Clockwise, aerial view from street to rear monastery;
new shared entry -attached but detached; full street elevation.
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5.0 Artisan
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The Monastery and Artisan in Florence
“If there are artisans in the monastery, let them practice their crafts with all humility, provided the Abbot has given permission.”1
- Saint Benedict, The Rule of Benedict, Chapter 57
In the city of Florence, artisans have found their way into the spaces of the
monastery either by choice, chance or necessity. The first Accademia e Compagnia delle Arti del Disegno (Academy and Company of the Arts and drawing),
was founded in 1339 by Giorgio Vasari and was set up in the oratory of the
Monestero degli Angeli. 2 Their intention was intention to renew, promote and
conserve the development of the art guilds by embracing an interdisciplinary
design culture and included artists such as Michelangelo Buonarotti, Bartomelo
Ammannati, Francesco Da Sangallo, and Galileo Galilei. Then, in 1680, the
academy set up works in the cloisters of Santissima Anunziata, where competitions and displays were held, and continue to take place by Florentine Artists
and collectors today.3 Later, the Academy of Fine Arts was established by Pietro
Leopold in the Ospedale di San Matteo and is still housed there, of which was
the ex-convent of San Niccolo.4 And in 1983, the Architecture school of the
University of Florence found its home inside the convents of Santa Teresa and
Santa Verdiana.
1 Philip Lawrence, “Chapter 57: The Artisans of the Monastery”, Monastery of Christ in the Desert,
accessed September 30, 2017, https://christdesert.org/prayer/rule-of-st-benedict/chapter-57the-artisans-of-the- monastery/
2 Luigi Zangheri, “Gennaio 1563: nasce l’Accademia delle Arti del Disegno”, Storia di Firenze,
accessed September 23, 2017, http://www.storiadifirenze.org/?temadelmese=gennaio-1563-nasce-laccademia-delle- arti-del-disegno
3 Luigi Zangheri, “Gennaio 1563: nasce l’Accademia delle Arti del Disegno”
4 Luigi Zangheri, “Gennaio 1563: nasce l’Accademia delle Arti del Disegno”

But these occurrences begin well after the time when artisan practices first occupied the monastery. As mentioned earlier, artisans have always played an important role in the Monastic tradition. The ongoing need for books and buildings
made many monastic communities highly regarded patrons of art.5 Although
most often constructed by a team of skilled masons and other local craftsmen, there is evidence that monks and laymen also lent a hand.6 Painters and
sculptors were responsible for internal works, some bound by vows, and their
employment within the monastery, which formed enduring working bonds between secular society and the religious commune. Medieval monasteries would
go on to shape the development of the arts through their patronage, as innovations in arts and crafts founded in the monastery would disperse into practice
among the wider community.7
5 Jean Sorabella, “Monasticism in Western Medieval Europe”, Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 30 2018, https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/mona/hd_mona.htm
6 Christopher Brooke, The Age of the Cloister (New York: Paulist Press, 2003), p.180.
7 Jean Sorabella, “Monasticism in Western Medieval Europe”
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The Monk and Artisan:
Comparisons in Ritual and Culture
The roots of artisan practice today are embedded in the establishment of the
monastery. In Medieval times, the craftsman’s authority was due to his Christianity. Christ the son of a carpenter, and the work of Adam and Eve working in a
garden, these origins instilling the belief that labour could “counteract the human
propensity for self-destruction”.8 And thus, appeared ‘craftsman saints’, finding
their spiritual home in monasteries, in particular Saint Gall in Switzerland. In
the 12th and 13th centuries the workshop evolved, becoming a place of both the
sacred and profane. Parishes sometimes included private homes with adjoining
workshops that were leased or bought from the parish. In this way the parish became integrated into secular society. The South side of the parish served as point
of exchange of goods, while the North served the interblended lay community.
Many comparisons can be made between the life of the monk and the artisan:
§ They lead a life of devoted practice and ritual led by “enduring, basic
impulse”.9 In religion, monks prayed many times a day, but it was not the
single prayer, but the series of prayers or repeated actions, in the artisans’
case, that made their actions persuasive and meaningful.
§ Share a hierarchical progression of status and skill.
§ Lead highly private lives that require moments of solitude for contemplation. The cell or a private studio, combined with their private lives,
creates secrecy(elusiveness) associated to their practice. Le Corbusier
goes on to say that “If the generations to come attach any importance
to my work as an architect, it is to these unknown labors that one has
attribute its deeper meaning”.10
§ Depend on their communal environment and a supportive wider community to enhance their learning and disseminate their knowledge and
practice.
8 Richard Sennet, The Craftsman, (London: Yale University Press, 2008), p.55.
9 Fiona MacCarthy, “Practice makes perfect: The Craftsman”, The Guardian, accessed September
30, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/books/2008/feb/09/society
10 Pantoja, Rodrigo, “Le Corbusier’s Workspaces: 35 Rue de Sevres, 24 Rue Nungesser-et Coli,
and Cabanon Cabin”, Evo(a)_Lab, accessed October 7, 2017, http://evo-a-lab.tumblr.com/
post/89513672424/le-corbusier- s-workspaces-35-rue-de-sevres-24.
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(Fig. 114) The Monk: Four bare walls, one with a simple window, a desk and a
bed. A monk in their cell.

(Fig. 115)Le Corbusier: Le Corbusier’s Apartment Studio: 24 Rue Nungesser-et Coli,
1934. Le Corbusier followed a strict daily routine, balancing time alone, with time
collaborating with colleagues. Painting was a form of meditation, preparing him for
the day ahead.

(Fig. 116) A Cistercian monk reading by the cloister.
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(Fig. 117) Philip Galle (1537, Haarlem – 1612, Antwerpen), “Bottega del pittore” / “A
Painter’s Workshop”, ca. 1595, Incisione / Engraving
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Botteghe di Firenze/Workshops of Florence
“A man can do all things if he will” - Leon Battista Alberti.
11

An artisan craft refers to both the quality of the artistic product and the quality
of the work put in to produce the product – a subject of time, patience, attention to detail, dexterity, ingenuity, decades of experience and most importantly,
“an intimate connection between hand and head” that fuels an almost obsessive
preoccupation with making.12
Workshops practicing artisan crafts began as a medieval phenomenon, of which
Florence became a centre that promised abundant artisan commissions from
within and outside of Italy. Each community could identify with specific workshops, known as ‘botteghe’ (bottega as singular) that trained apprentice artisans
under the guidance of a master craftsman, the ‘Capobottega’. Each bottega would
produce small art works of lesser quality by training apprentices to be sold for
regular income, while also producing important work contracted for religious
institutions and wealthy patrons.13
The most valuable attribute of the bottega was collaboration. Collaboration
encouraged inter-disciplinary learning on many levels, benefitting from the continual dispersal and exchange of ideas, materials, techniques, criticism and revelations. It was common for sculptors to also become skilled painters, architects
or vice versa. Buildings were designed to accommodate sculptures and frescoes,
and the attention to the work of all artisans within a project was fundamental
to its success.14
11 “Renaissance man,” Encyclopaedia Britannica, accessed September 2018, https://www.
britannica.com/topic/Renaissance-man
12 Sennett, The Craftsman, p. 9.
13 Piero Formica, “The Innovative Co-working spaces of 15th century Italy”, Havard Business
Review, accessed September 2017, https://hbr.org/2016/04/the-innovative-coworking-spaces-of-15th-century-italy
14 Piero Formica, “The Innovative Co-working spaces of 15th century Italy”

Artisan Guilds
Artisans and their botteghe were organized into guilds, similar to today’s unions.15
The guild secured mutual support among its members and would appoint a
representative in the city government to regulate trade and industry. Every Florentine male at the age of sixteen was required to enter a guild or trade organisation, anyone who failed would have no voice or share in the city’s affairs.16
Guilds were ranked and divided into seven major guilds and fourteen minor
guilds, all of which were highly competitive. The wealthiest members belonged
to the wool merchants and manufacturers, bankers, silk weavers, skinners and
furriers, magistrates and physicians. For this reason, the guilds acted as major
public art patrons and charity donors.17
From Apprentice to Master
Religious hierarchical authority was transmitted to the guilds as religious rituals continued to shape their daily routines. In fact, the master of each guild
asserted the moral status similar to an abbot.18 Every guild was organised in a
three-tiered hierarchical system: masters, journeymen and apprentices. Apprentices followed a contract of normally seven years, living and working within the
same premises, copying and imitating their master. The contract would finish
with a presentation of their work and skills in order to be relegated to the status
of ‘journeyman’. Journeymen could move from one workshop or town to the
other, responding to opportunities that were presented and convincing foreign
workshops of their managerial capabilities, behaviour and skills in order to be
accepted for work. Finally, a presentation was made on behalf of a panel of
master craftsman to be relegated to the ultimate status of ‘maestro artigiano’ or
‘master craftsman’.19
15 Jane Fortune, “Guilded in Florence”, The Florentine, accessed May 2018, http://www.theflorentine.net/art-culture/2007/03/guilded-in-florence/
16 Edgcumbe Staley, The Guilds of Florence (New York: B. Blom, 1906) p. 17, The Internet
Archive, accessed September 2017, https://archive.org/details/guildsflorence00stalgoog/page/
n12
17 Jane Fortune, “Guilded in Florence”
18 Sennett, The Craftsman, p. 57.
19 Sennett, The Craftsman, p. 58.
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Crafting Florence: The Renaissance
Florence is considered the ‘birth place of the Renaissance’, and one of the main
governing principles was humanism, the belief in the high potential of human
beings. The Renaissance fostered individualism and the idea of an active ‘all
round’ man known as the Uomo Universale. During this time, the social status of
artists lifted from gifted craftsmen to intellectuals and it was this “shift that was
essential to the intellectual liberation of the artist, and the eventual repositioning of the visual arts as a branch of the humanities”.20
Florence possessed a strong oligarchy during the Renaissance, known as the
Medici Family, and their presence perpetuated the growth of artisan practice
in the city for almost three centuries. Wealth acquired through banking and
commerce coincided in their rise as a major political power and radical patrons
of the arts for over three centuries. Cosimo De Medici I was considered the
first individual to embrace patronage of the arts. The art produced by his city
was a method of displaying his power, and reputation through the richness of
culture. In this way art also became a way of defining the unique civic identity
of Florence. Economic prosperity spurred great population growth, densities
which could fund and support many artisan guilds and thus open further opportunities for trade.21
20 Hossein Amirsadeghi et al., Sanctuary, Britains Artists and their studios (London: Thames and
Hudson, 2012), p. 20.
21 “The Medici Family”, The Medici Family, accessed April 2018, http://www.themedicifamily.
com
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However, rather than acting as one large entity the city existed as a collection
of distinct communities in neighbourhoods or parishes identified through their
strong social, religious, business and family connections maintained over many
generations. Such close-knit communities gave artisans the opportunity to study
and be inspired by everyday life and happenings in detail. A medieval craftsman
rarely worked for himself, his business and success were determined by the
strength of his wider fraternities, his artisan guild. And it was this hands-on
transmission of skills that enabled the guilds to safeguard their sacred knowledge and essential for holding onto their economic power.22
In summary, the two main factors that determined the success of the craftsman:
1. The proximity of the artisans to each other and their suppliers of work
materials encouraged constant stimulus, exchanges, collaboration and
new opportunities.23
2. The amalgamation of workshop, home and external environment, as
opposed for the tendency over the past century to separate work from
home. “The workshop is the craftsman’s home”, 24 no other place united family and labour in such a way.
22 Sennett, The Craftsman, p. 64.
23 Sennett, The Craftsman, p. 54.
24 Sennett, The Craftsman, p. 54.

(Fig. 118) The monument to the Four Crowned Martyrs (Quattro Santi Coronati), 1415, a detail of a relief showing sculptors at work that resulted from a
commission to a guild of sculptors and wood-carvers in Florence, which included Nanno di Banco. The relief can be found in the church niche of Orsanmichele in Florence.
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Functions of the Artisan Studio
In many ways, the artisan studio functions similar to a monastery, and this is
outlined below. However, the main difference is that while the monastery has
many rooms that cater for many different functions, the studio workshop is less
comprehensive and more liberal, often amalgamating multiple functions into a
single room. This can be likened to the church. When the space becomes more
porous to the wider community, more of their lives’ details are revealed. Some
of these many functions are described below:
A laboratory
The studio is a site for experimentation and production: “a magical machine
which transforms the ‘excreta’, of these de-sublimated urges into objects of
monetary value and aesthetic immortality.”25 Artisans often work with fragile
and expensive materials, heat, chemicals, sharp objects, and waste products. The
spaces are often cramped, packed with raw materials and machinery – a creative
mess. It is an ordinary, unpretentious room that is sufficiently flexible to allow
for any number of future variations in layout.
A gallery
Although the studio is a private place of production and storage, the work produced is usually intended for distribution, for an audience. If artists have trouble
attracting institutional or commercial support, they often turn their studio into
a gallery. The studio as a gallery provides a concentrated display of recently
completed or work in progress for visitors, other artisans, but also the artisan
himself to study, critique and admire.26
25 Hossein Amirsadeghi et al, Sanctuary, Britains Artists and their studios (London: Thames and
Hudson, 2012), p. 22.
26 Sanctuary, Britains Artists and their studios, p.20.
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A xenodochium
‘Xeno’ means ‘foreigner or stranger’ and the term ‘xenodochium’ was used in
association with monasteries and artisan residences. A guesthouse within the
monastic complex was specifically for foreigners, pilgrims, strangers or receiving the poor. From the Medieval times to present, artisans travel frequently in
order to seeking out inspiration, training, publicity and artistic relationships.
Modern examples include, Gasworks in London, DAAD in Berlin, provide studio place for foreign artists to take temporary residences for three to six months
at a time. Artisans develop projects in response to their new environment and
have opportunities learn from local artisans.27
A time capsule
The studio is a most often a private place where time often passes unmeasured.
Immersed in a practice known as ‘flow state’, artisans sometimes spend long
periods of time in solitude within a private studio, undisrupted in their focus. In
this way the studio develops a ‘life of its own’ in tune with the thought of the
artists contained within the room.28
A window
Dutch 17th century paintings of medieval workshops depict this – signified perspective into the outside world. While contemporary artists now offer a window
from the outside world inside, historical artists had a more elusive existence. A
view through the window is an opportunity to momentarily take one’s thoughts
elsewhere. But most importantly the window provides light. Studios of the past
were not filled with the ideal soft and subdued light found in modern studios,
depicted in the paintings of Caravaggio, the spaces were often “mysterious, vast
and dark” 29 penetrated by “angled raking light”30through some of the few windows, and at night a simple candle.
27 Sanctuary, Britains Artists and their studios, p.24.
28 Sanctuary, Britains Artists and their studios, p.22.
29 Mary Jane Jacob and Michelle Grabner et al, The Studio Reader (London: The University of
Chicago Press, 2010), p.1.
30 Mary Jane Jacob and Michelle Grabner et al, The Studio Reader, p.130.

(Fig. 119-121) Clockwise: View from a jeweler’s workshop on the Ponte Vecchio Bridge; A leather artisan;
Gustave Courbet’s The Artist’s Studio, 1854-55. An open forum of display, collaboration and critique.
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The Artisan: A rare breed
Italy, and in particular Florence, has always been known for its world-class artisans. For 500 years Oltrarno has been the heartland of artisan Florence. Every
craft requires much patience, precision and a lot of painstaking years of labour
to master. Since the Renaissance, consequential to three particular events, the
urbanisation of the late 19th century, the Great Flood of 1966 and the more
recent tourist invasion turning the city into a ‘museum and bazaar’, the unique
symbiosis of craftsmen that existed during the Renaissance has suffered.
The crafts that ascended Florence and gave it a unique artisan heritage could
one day be lost completely. William Morris was one to pre-sense this reality,
stating in “Art under Plutocracy”: “So long as the system of competition in the
production and exchange of the means of life goes on, the degradation of the
arts will go on; and if that system is to last for ever, then art is doomed, and will
surely die; that is to say, civilization will die.”31
31 Nicolas Salmon, “William Morris: Art Under Plutocracy”, Maxist Internet Archive Library,
accessed October 21, 2017, https://www.marxists.org/archive/morris/works/1883/pluto.htm.

(Fig. 122) Storefront of Bookbinder Giulio Giannini. 1919
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(Fig. 123) Craftsmen, Gucci Florence Workshop, 1940s.
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The Causes of Artisan Decline
Mass Tourism
Commercialisation driven by mass tourism has increased rents inside the historic centre. Local artisans are finding it difficult to afford these competitive rents
amongst an increasing population of foreign investors. And so, the conflict between industrial and hand-made goods grows, despite the increased demand for
hand-made products.32
Time, choice, money, availability
When goods are cheap to make, they are cheap and convenient to buy too.
Beauty and originality are sometimes not enough to keep the artisan industries
afloat.33
Loss of Appreciation
Some artisans believe that there is a loss of appreciation, taste and time to understand traditional crafts among the general population. It is attributed to their
lack of interest, willingness to learn time intensive trades and a perception that
craftsmen are too ‘traditional’ or ‘antique’. Simpler, more flexible activities are
preferred where there are faster profits.34
Funding
Italy’s public universities do not offer art training. Artisan associations and
unions do not provide adequate support in the form of funding, guidance and
workers to continuing artisans.35
Bureaucratic framework
Italy’s bureaucratic framework and union-domination tightens workplace safety regulations and asks that apprentices be paid little difference to the master
craftsman.
32 Shaney Hudson, “Florence’s fading artisan culture”, BBC, accessed September 2017, http://
www.bbc.com/travel/story/20121001-florences-fading-artisan-culture
33 Shaney Hudson, “Florence’s fading artisan culture”
34 Jean di Marino,“The Artisans of Florence”, Jean di Marino, accessed March 2018, http://
www.jeandimarino.com/media/pdf/The-Artisans-of-Florence.pdf
35 Nancy Greenleese, “Made in Italy?”, DW, accessed October 2, 2017, https://www.dw.com/
en/made-in-italy-not-for-much-longer-as-artisans-and-skills-disappear/a-16887589
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Private institutions
The role of master craftsman has now been assumed by many private institutions. However, fees are expensive and attract mostly foreign students who learn
skills, but return back to their country, thus diluting local application of these
crafts.36
Seniority
The inherent problem is the high seniority of the artisan population with lack
of young apprentices to take their place upon retirement.37 Traditionally apprentices would work many long unpaid hours, which is impossible today under
labour laws and the bureaucracy of unions.38 Today young people, even among
those who have followed specific professional courses are considered insufficient in skills because they lack experience within the “bottega”.39
Cost
Hiring apprentices is considered expensive and time-consuming, cutting deeply
into any profits made. A worsening economic crisis also does not support any
small industries. Workshops that have existed for over a century are forced to
close with no one to take their place.40
Artisans’ networks are breaking down
Artisans reside in the ‘Oltarno’ district on the Southern bank of the Arno, concentrated in the historically working-class districts of Santo Spirito, San Niccolo
and San Frediano. Now, large amounts of artisan activities have adopted different organizational models, and have moved out of the historical centre, keeping
only ‘image’ activities. Once home to thousands of craftsmen, hundreds of
artisans have fled over the past few decades alone.41
36 Susan Lumsden, “A step back in time with the Artisans”, The New York Times, https://www.
nytimes.com/1987/07/12/travel/a-step-back-in-time-with-the-artisans.html
37 Fabio Capacci and Franco Carnevale, “L’igiene del lavoro”, Nuovo Citta, no. 2 (2014): 11,
http://www.michelucci.it/pagine/editoria/LNC-s9/LNC-9s02-2014p.pdf
38 Nancy Greenleese, “Made in Italy?”
39 Fabio Capacci and Franco Carnevale. “L’igiene del lavoro: il Conventino e gli artigiani in
Oltrarno.” Nuovo Citta. pg 12.
40 Lumsden, “A step back in time with the Artisans”.
41 Jean di Marino, “The Artisans of Florence”, Jean di Marino, accessed March 2018, http://
www.jeandimarino.com/media/pdf/The-Artisans-of-Florence.pdf

The story of Luigi Mecocci
“When you reconstruct the body of a work of art, and breathe life and soul into it again, for
an artisan, it can’t get any better – it’s just the best.”42 – Luigi Mecocci
Luigi Mecocci is one of the ‘rare breeds’ of master artisans still practicing in the
city centre. Mecocci is now 74 years old and practices carving and furniture restoring in Via dei Velluti, Santo Spirito District. The master artisans of Florence
made their work famous around the world. But today, little of this network of
artisans practicing fading art forms like Luigi Mecocci remains. High rents have
also forced his neighbours out of the central city. “At first there were 15 or 16
of us restorers in this area, now there are just three, including me,” Luigi said.
“They’ve made this all into houses. It has transformed Florence. It’s becoming
really ugly for me because there used to be all these workshops before where
people could linger and watch, instead now it’s totally changed.”43
Having practised furniture restoration for 53 years, Luigi can also speak well of
past times, living as artisan in a thriving and supportive community: “We even
used to host lunches here in the middle of the street and invite all our friends
and colleagues. We invited the police as well because otherwise they wouldn’t let
us do it...the artisans were made like that”.44 But it is also the private life within
the workshop that Luigi treasures. “When I come to the bottega in the morning,
I feel good and happy. This is my world and I forget everything around me.”45

(Fig. 124-125) Top and bottom, Luigi Mecocci in his studio.

42 Jean di Marino, “The Artisans of Florence”
43 Jean di Marino, “The Artisans of Florence”
44 Jean di Marino, “The Artisans of Florence”
45 Sabine Pretch, “An Artisan never truly retires”, The Florentine, accessed April 2018, http://
www.theflorentine.net/art-culture/2007/01/an-artisan-never-truly-retires/
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Preserving the Artisan: Initiatives
Over 90% of the Italian companies are small businesses but there are no current
safety regulations or initiatives are in place support management of micro-enterprises and to increase employment in dire situations as of now.46
The survival of the crafts will depend on initiatives that will not only expanding
awareness of practicing artisans, but also training young artisans, with the goal
of passing on these unique professional skills and reinstating the crafts social
value. There is no ‘short-cut’ way of training an artisan, but in order to attract
young apprentices, this training needs to guarantee work security and enjoyment.
Current Statistics
The most recent report on the mapping and classification of artisans in the
Province of Florence dates back to 2010 and has been included in Il Libro Verde
plan described later. There was no homogenous data collected earlier to make
scientific comparisons and observe trends. Observations show that in 2010, 57
workshops closed, as opposed to 95 in 2009. This statistic is probably higher
due to the effects of the global economic crisis.47

Practicing crafts
Florence 2010

Work security, the market, professional training, and work hygiene are the main
factors that influence the urban planning strategies to restore artisan practice in
the historic centre. There are lessons to be learnt abroad where disused industrial sites have been repurposed for the production of handicrafts. In Florence,
many buildings that were once places of public administration are now abandoned and offer similar opportunities. These establishments provide benefits
of having secure and facilitated access to spaces, proximity to supporting public
amenities and visible commercial routes.
46 Comune di Firenze, Libro Verde: Piano per il rilancio dell’artigianato artistico e di tradizione,
(Florence: Comune di Firenze, 2010) accessed April 4 2018, http://met.provincia.fi.it/public/
misc/20121029175725133.pdf
47 Comune di Firenze, Libro Verde: Piano per il rilancio dell’artigianato artistico e di tradizione Citta
Metropolitana di Firenze, (Florence: Comune di Firenze, 2010), Accessed April 4, 2018, http://
met.provincia.fi.it/public/misc/20121029175725133.pdf
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(Fig. 126) Graph to show percentage of individuals practice each artisan craft in Florence.
Results from survey by the Comune of Florence, 2010.
*All other crafts include, glass blowing, intaglio, paper marbling, painting, guilding and
many more.

Case study: Venezia Autentica
The city of Venice shares many similarities with Florence which make the social
and cultural venture ‘Venezia Autentica’ highly relevant when considering the
future of traditional artisan crafts in Florence. Venice is now on the ‘UNESCO
world heritage in danger list’, a future that Florence should not have to face.

of a reduced ‘Uffizi Gallery and Palazzo Pitti’ entry pass. This pass intends to
decentralise the tourists by directing them over the bridge to discover the Oltrarno.51

Venezia Autentica’s mission is to improve the way Venice is treated by the tourism population. As tourism grows, the local population of Venice decreases,
taking with them their traditions, the ‘authentic Venice’. The venture aims to
direct visitors away from the main tourist attractions and stores, take them off
the beaten track and get them closer to the life and experiences of the local
community. In this way the visitor can enjoy as much of the city as possible,
like a local, while supporting the local population and its economy. By enabling
visitors to spend their money on the ‘real Venice’ locals are given an income, a
reason and opportunity to stay and keep Venice as their home.48

Case Study: Il Libro Verde52
“La legge provvede alla tutela e allo sviluppo dell’artigianato” Art. 45 della Costituzione
Italiana (“The law provides for the protection and development of crafts” Article 45 of the
Italian Constitution)53

Case Study: Progetto Salva Firenze (Project Save Florence)
Short term tourists are often admitted to the ‘trifecta round’ featuring the Uffizi
Gallery, Accademia Gallery and the Duomo, with a quick visit to Ponte Vecchio.
Consequently, tourists stay clustered around these attractions while the rest of
this historical city is very much unseen. However, Progetto Salva Firenze, set up
by Prince Ottaviano de’Medici of Tuscany, was made for the purpose of supporting the widest possible diffusion of the tourist itineraries within the historic
centre to diffuse to help reclaim the ‘authentic’ Florence from the consequences
of mass tourism.49

The project is directed by Fondazione di Firenze Per l’Artigianato Artistico55 (The
Florence Foundation of Artistic Crafts) and intends to act a strategic model that
can be applied to other historic cities suffering the same problems. The model
works with private and public institutions to support the rebirth and expansion
of the artisan activities. Artisan crafts are understood as a bridge between the
past and present Florence, and are treated as indispensable economic resources,
but more importantly, invaluable cultural heritage. The project recognises that
single artisans cannot make the change, but rather, a connected and supported
network of artisans is needed, as in the past. So far, this action has realised one
physical model, ‘Il Conventino’, which will be discussed later.56

Sixteen significant actions have been set out by the Projetto Salva Firenze. These
include, “the realization of detailed programs for the control of tourist flows
in relation to the protection and economic valorisation of craftsmanship” and
“project financing for the maintenance and valorisation of the artistic and architectural heritage at risk of deterioration.”50 One example as yet, is the creation
48“Venice, to be or not to be a UNESCO World Heritage Site”, Venezia Autentica, accessed
April 4 2018, https://veneziaautentica.com/venice-to-be-or-not-to-be-a-unesco-world-heritagein-danger-that-is-the-question/
49 “Progetto ‘Save Florence”, Ordine Civico, accessed April 2018, http://www.de-medici.com/
programma-politico/attivita-culturali-e-sociali/save-florence
50 “Progetto ‘Save Florence”, Ordine Civico, accessed April 2018, http://www.de-medici.com/
programma-politico/attivita-culturali-e-sociali/save-florence

Within the Il Libro Verde, produced by the Comune di Firenze, is the primary
action plan outlining all the objectives and steps necessary for the ‘for the revival
of artistic and traditional craftsmanship’ in Florence. The project also serves the
campaign for the legal recognition of Florentine craftsmanship as ‘UNESCO
Intangible Heritage’, giving the government further incentive to prioritise and
fund the project.54

51 “Italy vs. the Tourists”, The Florentine, March 2018, http://www.theflorentine.net/art-culture/2017/09/italy-tourists/
52 Comune di Firenze, Libro Verde
53 Comune di Firenze, Libro Verde
54 Comune di Firenze, Libro Verde
55 “Fondazione di Firenze Per l’Artigianato Artistico,” Comune di Firenze, accessed April 2018,
http://wwwext.comune.fi.it/comune/partecip/artigianato_artistico.htm
56 Comune di Firenze, Libro Verde
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6.0 Program
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The Value of Artisanship
“A function must always be defined in time and in society”1 – Aldo Rossi
This design program aims to continue the tradition of the monastery, using the
mutual exchange of knowledge to expand and strengthen the relationship between the artisan network and the wider community in Florence.
The idea that a material product develops authenticity and greater value when
it is created by hand was first conceived during the Arts and Crafts movement
of 19th century Britain. This was led by the artistic and social activism of John
Ruskin (1819-1900) and William Morris (1834-96) and reformed thinking around
the design and making of all objects, from architecture to jewellery. Ruskin, was
one of Britain’s leading art theorist and critics, who studied the relationship
between “art, society, and labour.”2 The study revealed the concerning effects
of the industrial revolution on the quality of artistic goods and poor labour
conditions of factory workers. Small scale workshops for producing goods, as in
Medieval and Renaissance times, we favoured over large factories. Machine produced goods were deemed “dishonest”3, and handcrafted objects had dignity.
Ruskin’s theories were then implemented by Morris who sought to learn and
revive many artistic practices including stained glass, tapestry, printing and natural textile dyes. Morris, spoke of “an art made by the people for the people,
as a joy to the maker and the user”4 and goes on to say that “without dignified,
creative human occupation people became disconnected from life.”5 Therefore
handcraft was understood as indispensable cultural attribute of society, a way
of life, and a passion, that was reflected in the beauty of the objects produced.

(Figure 127-128) Top-bottom: An artisan practicing traditional Florentine
mosaics; pieces of semi-precious stone waiting to be cut.
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1 Rossi, The Architecture of the City, p.60.
2 “The beginning of the Arts and Crafts Movement and John Ruskin,” Orenco Originals,
accessed October 1, 2018. https://www.orencooriginals.net/blogs/news/73428421-the-beginning-of-the-arts-and-crafts-movement-and-john-ruskin
3 “John Ruskin,” The Arts and Crafts Society, accessed October 1, 2018, http://www.arts-crafts.
com/archive/jruskin.shtml
4 “History of the Arts and Crafts Movement, Part 1 of 3,” uploaded September 20, 2015, Running time 11:33. Accessed October 1, 2018. https://vimeo.com/139830081
5 Graham Leicester, “Making Progress: Craft and Innovation,” International Futures Forum. Accessed October 1, 2018. http://www.internationalfuturesforum.com/s/makingprogress

Typically, when buying a souvenir from a store today, a person will only see
finished products. However, this type of buying experience detaches the buyer
from understanding the true worth of their purchase. Similar to Ruskin and
Morris, the artisan believes that the value of their craft lies in the relationship
between the artisan, the process, the product and the user. And so it is very
important for their buyers to have experienced its making. This can only be
achieved through direct observation or conversation with the artisans, which in
turn develops a personal connection between, artisan, buyer and product. The
buyer is then given a more informed reason to purchase from the artisan as
opposed to a cheap tourist store.

A craft must be understood as something that is learnt over decades, lifetimes
and generations. Only with this understanding will the visitor truly realise the
value of the artisans’ crafts and only then will they become more conscious of
their purchases.
Threats towards the existence of artisan crafts are not a new phenomenon but a
reoccurring struggle since the Industrial revolution. Therefore, the goals set out
during the Arts and Crafts movement are still applicable today. And, although
this project does not argue for doing away with all machine produced objects,
it does recognises that craftsmanship has its place in contemporary society and
makes design decisions in favour of preserving this place.

The Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society of 1887 and the Home Arts and Industries Association were two of the many groups that strove to help the general
public understand the difference between handcrafted and machine manufactured goods. They organised exhibitions for artisans to showcase their work and
supported student and amateur involvement, all of which became essential in
helping to lift the social and intellectual status of the crafts.6
The artisan school should also support this goal, drawing the visitor closer to
the artisan, to see their hands attentively at work. The visitor should witness the
time, the process, the machinery, the sweat and dirt, the iterations, the commitment, and the passion that each artisan invests in their work. In this way, the
visitors can understand that the product is worth more than the value of the
materials, it is worth the thousands of hours of concentrated study and practice.
6 ‘Arts and Crafts: An Introduction”, Victoria and Albert Museum, accessed October

1, 2018, https://www.vam.ac.uk/articles/arts-and-crafts-an-introduction
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Programmatic precedents
Scuola del Cuoio
Florence’s most prestigious Scuola del Cuoio is located in the monastery of Santa Croce.
The school functions as a result of the continued collaboration between the Franciscan monks and the founding family of the leather school. Access to the school even
within the monastery is discreet, one might only stumble upon it if they go deep
enough into the complex. Visitors can watch the students of the leather school working at their tables, producing handbags, satchels, wallets, purses, belts, jackets. Mirrors
are angled above so that you can closely observe the detail of their work without

disturbing the artisan. From a short distance, visitors can see the tools: sharp
knives, glue, needles, thread, chisels, hammer, ruler – and see the process - cutting, dying, carving, stamping, punching, burnishing, gluing, skiving, stitching.
The experience of the artisan school is multi-sensory, such that the smell of
the leather is also distinct. All work is completed by hand using only traditional
techniques and all items made by the artisans are sold within the school. 7
7 “Florence Artisans: The Santa Croce Leather School”, Italy Explained, accessed May

2018, http://italyexplained.com/florence-artisans-the-santa-croce-leather-school/

(Fig. 129-131) Left to right, visitors watching the artisans up close; preparing the leather for stitching. work benches in the hallway of the museum.
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Il Conventino
One model that has served Il Libro Verde (explained in the ‘Artisan’ chapter) so
far is the Il Conventino Initiative, opened in 2016 by the Municipality of Florence and the Michelucci Foundation to help aid the valorisation and dissemination of artistic craftsmanship. Il Conventino acts as Florence’s centre for incubating start-up practices of quality craftsmanship, providing a home for existing
and future artisans to develop and explore new business opportunities, through
the integration of artisan, culture and tourism. It is located in the Monastery of
Santa Teresa delle Carmelitane Scalze, “Conventino”, on the edge of the San
Frediano district, an area already occupied by artists and artisans for centuries.8
The convention houses the headquarters of Fondazione di Firenze per l’Artigianato Artistico, now known as ‘Officina Creativa’ in space referred to as Spazio
Arti e Mestieri (SAM). The site covers 3500m2 and supports the practice of
woodworking, decoration, sculpture, painting, iron working, printing and engraving, and restoration through dedicated educational workshops, conferences,
exhibitions and guided tours. The complex contains a head administration office, twenty artisan laboratories, and four event rooms of 70m2 each distributed
around a large garden cloister. There is also a basement used for warehouses and
technical rooms. ‘Free to host’ artisan shops for visiting artisans to occupy on
a temporary basis are also available. Current in-house artisans include painters,
textile restorers, mosaic artists, jewellers, crystal glass engravers, bag and accessory designers, and a violin maker.9
However, one significant disadvantage of this project is the limited knowledge
of the public access to the site and opportunities to observe only occur while
attending one of the events or workshops. As it is located off the main pedestrian routes, visitors are unlikely to ‘stumble’ across its existence. Only with
knowledge of the site and the artisans would people visit.
8 “Gli Artigiani di Officina Creativa”, Officina Creativa, accessed May 2018, http://

www.officinacreativafirenze.it
9 “Gli Artigiani di Officina Creativa”, Officina Creativa.

(Figure 132-135) Top down, clockwise. Mirelle Valentin’s mosaics studio
;Florentine born, Anglo-american painter, Jessica Millar; Main cloister of
Il Conventino; Mirelle Valentin and her partner who specialise in mosaics
and mosaic restoration.
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The Dream

The Program: The ‘Artisan Order’

“And then, more than a project there is a dream: to create a small museum with
active workshop dedicated to paper and books for the city of Florence. That’s
one thing that’s missing in this city and it would be great to preserve the history
and culture of this craftsmanship, which is so important for the tradition of this
city.”10
- Sixth Generation Artisan, Maria Giannini.
Giulio Giannini Rilegatura Artistica del Libro e Carta Decorato al Mano.

The school will cater for approximately 120 students, for six types of craft.
Each craft will be led by a certified master artisan, with the support of visiting
artisans. In addition, the site will facilitate the movement of people through the
site linking Forte Belvedere to Via San Giorgio alla Costa. By exploiting the flow
of people, their attention can be drawn to the inner workings of the school and
the practice of the artisans.

10 Valia Barriello “The Florentine Art of Bookbinding”, Artmest, accessed June 10,

2018, https://artemest.com/magazine/the-artisan/giannini

The school will support the practice of six of some of the most quintessential
Florentine crafts: paper marbling (carta marmorizzata), book binding (rilegatura)
Silk weaving (antico setifico fiorentino), marble mosaics (mosaico Fiorentino) and imitation marble (scagliola) and engraving (intaglio). While many of these practices
follow traditional methodology, many artisans practicing today experiment with
traditional methods, making old skills their own through their contemporary
perspective and interpretation. Therefore, while the program prescribes traditional artisan practices, this natural evolution of technique should also be embraced. The school acts as a platform for students to develop their own passion
for craft and attain skills that transfer artisan techniques to the next generation.
The complex will also welcome other Italian or international artisans to take
permanent or temporary residence for the benefit of the students and visitors.
These crafts are outlined on the following pages.
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Scagliola, scagl’ meaning ‘chips’, is a technique that
dates back to Roman times, but was honed by monks
in the 17th century and used extensively during the baroque and rococo periods. Scagliola produces stucco
columns, sculptures and other architectural elements
that can resemble marble, natural stone and breccia.
The technique uses pigmented pieces of plaster applied to moulds or plastered wall planes, columns, pilasters and doorframes. Although less expensive than
marble, the technique is highly valued because of the
technical skill, time and labour involved. The technique can also be used to create table tops that resemble exactly as those produced by mosaico Fiorentino.15
15 “The Art of Scagliola Today,” Classical Addiction, accessed
June 12, 2018, https://www.classicaladdiction.com/2015/03/
the-art-of-scagliola-for-today/

Mosaico Fiorentini, Florentine mosaics, dates
back to the Romans, but perfected in the Renaissance of Florence at the end of the 15th century.
An artistic piece is made using semi-precious stones
that are cut and inlaid into marble to create geometric patterns of imagery. The stones vary in colour
and value, and include local greenstone from the
Arno, diaspri, calcedoni, onyx, to the most precious
blue lapis lazuli. A paper model is made first and
then using a bow and emery the pieces are cut to the
pattern, recesses, fixed and polished to give them
their final lustre. The Cappella di Principi of San
Lorenzo remains as the most elaborate examples of
mosaico Fiorentino.16
16 “Gli Artigiani: Mireille Valentin mosaicista/restauratric,”
Officina Creativa Firenze, accessed June 12 2018, http://www.
officinacreativafirenze.it/artigiani/valentin/

Intaglio is a printmaking technique. Hand engraved
copper plates pressed with ink are then transferred
as images onto paper. The design is cut, scratched
or etched onto a printing surface which could be
made of copper, zinc, magnesium, aluminium. The
printing ink is rubbed into the incisions or grooves
and wiped clean. The paper is then embossed onto
the plate using high pressure roller, transferring
the image onto the paper.17 This practice is derived
from the traditional woodcutting technique used
for book printing during the Renaissance, however
metal plates (popularised by metalsmiths) were used
from the 15th century onwards.18
17 “Intaglio,” Tate Modern Gallery, accessed June 12, 2018,
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/i/intaglio
18 Wendy Thompson, “The Printed Image in the West: History and Techniques,” Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed
June 10 2018, https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/prnt/
hd_prnt.htm

(Fig. 136-141) Left to Right.
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(Fig. 143-148) Diagram showing the gradient in social engagement, comparing the spaces used by the monk and the artisan.
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7.0 Physical Context
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The Architecture of Florence
Most architecture and city planning that is experienced in Tuscany today, and its
capital of Florence, was completed between the 14th and 18th century, a time of
great cultural regeneration. Although first an Etruscan and Roman settlement,
it is the medieval, gothic, renaissance, neo-classical, liberty and post-modernist
styles that characterize the urban fabric of Florence today. Filippo Brunelleschi’s dome (‘Duomo’) of the cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore remains the
defining element of the skyline, which is the largest self-supporting brick dome
in the world.1
Michelangelo Buonarotti, Giorgio Vasari, Leon Battista Alberti, Guiseppe Poggi, and Giovanni Michelucci are only several of many great architects that have
1 “The Brunnelleschi Dome,” Florence Inferno, accessed September 2018, https://www.florenceinferno.com/the-brunelleschi-dome/
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changed Florence. Their architecture is informed by a “common ethical element, which may have come from the religious components of architectural
design and then from its workshop and manufacturing aspects, and through
the centuries these aspects have transformed through architectural design….
creating spaces that are shaped around the human dimension.”2 However sadly
today, much of Italy’s architecture is suffering from property speculation, declining suburbs, neglect, building abandonment and defacement. Italian architects understand that another modern, cultural rebirth is needed to uphaul this
declining state, and that part of this process includes learning from its past to
inform the future.3
2 120g, “Tuscanyness: A documentary on Tuscan Architecture,” Filmed 2018, YouTube video,
44:22, Posted January 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KLdDApyEVU
3120g, “Tuscanyness: A documentary on Tuscan Architecture”

(Fig. 149) View of the historical centre of Florence, taken from Piazzale Michelangelo.

Geography: Materials and Construction
Florence was established at the foothills of the Apennine mountain range with
the river Arno running through its centre. The river has served as a valuable
economical and recreational resource, but also a source of devastation during
the Great Flood of 1966. Its most famous and oldest standing bridge, the
Ponte Vecchio, connects to the bottom of the road Costa San Giorgio, leading
to the location of this project.
The predominant stonemasonry colour on Florence is embodied in the use of
three predominant materials: sandstone, limestone, white Carrara marble and
terracotta.
Used during the Middle Ages, but also the Renaissance, pietra forte - a limestone
that is brown-yellow in colour, was sourced from the quarries at Costa San
Giorgio and Boboli Hill and Porto Romana within the Oltrarno district.4 Forte
translates as strong, and for this reason the stone was processed into bricks used
for both structural and aesthetic purposes, including the monumental façades
of Palazzo Pitti and Palazzo Medici Riccardi. Both facades of these facades are
paradigmatic. They use textural contrast as way to emphasise geometric forms
and increase aesthetic appeal, while also showcasing a hierarchy of spatial importance across vertical layers of the building. This is achieved by using stones
that are processed in varying ways, from large and rusticated bricks, to small and
smooth. Combined with terracotta roofs and yellow pigmented stucco, Florence
is given a radiant ochre-orange tonality.5
4 Sabine Eiche, “Quarries and their role in the construction of Florence,” The Florentine, accessed June 10, 2018,
http://www.theflorentine.net/art-culture/2006/09/quarries-near-florence/
5 J.Cassar et al, ed., Stone in Historic Buildings: Characterisation and Performance (London: The Geological Society, 2014) p. 71-77.

The Renaissance period reintroduced the use of sandstone, pietra serena (bluegrey) and pietra bigia (tawny-grey), which contrasted well against a background
of white plaster. These are softer stones that last well inside, used predominantly for internal structure and decoration, in particular, San Lorenzo and the Pazzi
Chapel, however also externally for the portico of Ospedale Degli Innocenti.
Both pietra forte and pietra bigia are used extensively for paving the streets.6
The predominance of stonemasonry as a construction technique has informed
with heavy load bearing walls, arches, pediments, heavy architraves, columns and
vaulted ceilings in important civic and aristocratic buildings. For timber structural and decorative elements, such as roof trusses, floor structure and carved
wall and ceiling panels, local fir and chestnut were often used, as they were
readily available and have excellent resistance to curvature under load. Timber
trusses sat on top of the heavy masonry walls and projected short eaves. Early
Florentine Basilicas such as San Miniato al Monte and Santa Croce incorporate
ornately painted timber truss members, while the Laurentian library also has an
elaborate carved timber ceiling.
Climate
Located in a valley basin surrounded by hills, the largest known as the Appenines
Mountains to the North. Summers are hot and dry reaching temperatures of up
to 35 degrees. Winters are mild, but can reach below 0 degrees, with rainfall and
sometimes snow. Spring and Autumn are often warm, temperate months.7 The
extensive use of masonry is important for coping with these weather extremes.
Masonry acts as thermal heat store for heating and cooling in summer and winter.
6 Nilüfer Sağlar Onay and Massimo Ricci, “Stone as a determinant of architectural identity in
the Florence of Renaissance,” ITU A/Z, vol. 9, no.2, (2012): p.121-134, http://www.az.itu.edu.
tr/azv9no2web/10-SaglarOnay-Ricci-09-02.pdf
7 “Climate Florence,” Climates to Travel, accessed September 10 2018, https://www.climatestotravel.com/climate/italy/florence
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Colour, Surface and Texture
The craftsman needs a limited palette to transform a single raw material into
infinite modes of expression. Louis Kahn’s work exemplifies this expression,
showing how a limited set of materials, through their jointing and juxtaposition,
can develop their own being in the presence of light. In fact, he goes onto say
that “structure is the giver of light. When you decide on structure you decide on
light.”8 Le Corbusier uses a similar understanding at La Tourette, playing with
the many textural qualities of concrete. The existing monasteries possess their
own template of texture, material and form. There is great value in engaging
with the historical use of different stones in Florence, as means of retaining the
identity of the city within the new intervention. The following pages explore the
colour, texture, surfaces of the site and its close surroundings.

(Fig.150) Palazzo Gondi, Piazza di San Firenze, Florence. Showcasing the textural application of pietra forte stone.

8 Michael Merrill, Louis Kahn Drawing to Find Out: The Dominican Motherhouse, (Baden: Lars Muller
Publishers, 2010) p. 196
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Pietra Serena

(Fig. X) A collage of the colour and material palette within the historic centre. The colour of Florence springs from the colour of its stones, in particular: pietra forte, pietra
serena, pietra bigia.
The grey line above indicates where the colour of the site fits into this colour gradient.
The majority of the facades use the same yellow pigmented stucco; however, this must
have been brighter in earlier years. The monotonality of the facades has been broken
down over time, weathering into a lighter, greyer and dirtier tone and revealing the darker
structural stone beneath various places.
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Pietra Bigia

Pietra Forte
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Site Selection
The Oltrarno of Florence, south of the river Arno, has been chosen in preference to all other districts as it has been the place of residence for the majority of
Florentine artisans for over 500 years. In recent years, the area, which includes
the districts of Santo Spirito, San Frediano and San Niccolo, has experienced a
slow metamorphosis of artisanal and creative activities through the re-appropriation of urban space. Many young creatives have been drawn to the area by
its old artisan spirit and have sought to make this place their home. Due to the
dense urban fabric, there are limited buildable sites within the city centre and
Oltrarno. Several Oltrarno sites were considered, but the site on Costa San Giorgio displayed a certain curiosity and revealed potential in light of the project’s
objectives.
The site is accessed from the steep road, Costa San Giorgio, leading up from the
Ponte Vecchio. The buildings on the site are the result from the fusion of two
ancient convents: San Giorgio alla Costa and another dedicated to San Girolamo and San Francesco. In 1923 they were transformed into military barracks.
The site is flat at the bottom where it joins the rear of the existing monasteries,
but then rises steeply to the Forte Belvedere. The small lane of Vicolo della
Cava, ‘alley of the quarry’, framing the eastern site boundary was one of the
roads that provided access to the site as a former quarry.9 The site’s hillside location provides with view that look across and down onto the historic city centre.
(Fig. 152) Aerial photograph of the historical centre Florence. The outer ring
road indicates the line of the former 13th city walls.
9 Sabine Eiche, “Quarries and their role in the construction of Florence,” The Florentine, September 8, 2016, accessed June 10, 2018, http://www.theflorentine.net/art-culture/2006/09/quarries-near-florence/c
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What is the value of this Site?
The current site is for sale, along with plans to invest in it, transforming the
existing monasteries into a ‘luxury tourist hotel’. The project proposes how the
activation of the existing monasteries and the new intervention can work alongside each other to not only reinstate the existing historical buildings and but also
ameliorate the practice of artisan’s crafts in the historic centre.
Potential links, adjacencies and thoroughfares - Taking the opportunity to
form a connection through the site between Via Costa San Giorgio at the end
of the Ponte Vecchio, the Boboli Gardens and Forte Belvedere was highlighted
in the development plans. This could produce a much more historically receptive site, diversify the program, for the greater benefit of locals and visitors. It
is advantageous to choose a site that will increase the potential exposure to the
practice, while also providing opportunities for privacy and quiet contemplation.
Character – The site is located at an interesting threshold in the urban fabric,
an edge transitioning from the dense urban form to detached buildings engulfed
in gardens and natural beauty. Three redundant monasteries on the site are characterised by their complex articulation of interconnected volumes. The Artisan
School can be seen as another organic growth or a natural extension of the
existing buildings.
These fundamental site relationships and characteristics are explained in further
detail later.
(Fig. 151-152) Left to right: Sketch plan sketch of the site; Aerial photograph
of the site.
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San Giorgio alla Costa
Past: Historical Background
The history of the site is highly complex and fragmented, but traces of all
these events can still be found in its physical character today. The church of
San Giorgio alla Costa dates back to before 1000AD, adjacent to the two other
small churches dedicated to San Sigismondo and San Mamiano. Later in 1382,
the convent of San Girolamo and San Francesco was added for Franciscan
Nuns. These extensions resulted in the addition of a further cloister, new cells,
dormitories and workshops. At this time San Giorgio was once one of the main
priories of medieval Florence.10
The establishment has changed hands multiple times, from the Canons of
Sant’Andrea a Mosciano, to the Domenicans and to the Silvestrines and then
in 1520 at the request of Lucrezia de Medici the complex was entrusted to
the Vallombrosen Nuns. It is understood that up to 130 lived there at its peak.
The monastery was not added onto until the 13th century, shortly after Giotto
painted the treasured alter piece of the church named Madonna di San Giorgio alla
Costa. Throughout the 15th century, the monastery was enlarged and completely
renovated. Later, in the 18th century the interior decoration was completed in
Rococo style.11
Up until this point the two convents existed in complete autonomy of each other, with their own social, cultural and administrative developments. However,
they were seized in 1808 by civil authorities during the Napoleonic reform. The
convents were then restored to their original function in 1816 but were again
supressed in 1866 by the Kingdom of Italy when the capital city moved from
Turin to Florence. This change reorganised governmental functions, causing the
buildings to be merged together. Many drastic urban changes happened to the
10 “Storia,” Ex-Caserma Vittorio Veneto, accessed April 2018, http://www.excasermavittorioveneto.it/it/storia
11 “Storia,” Ex-Caserma Vittorio Veneto.
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fabric of the city at this time. The series of suppression caused great alienation
of the religious bodies occupying the convents, along with the huge procurement of goods and artefacts, often handled disrespectfully to the character of
the building and people involved. The size and character and immersion within
the urban fabric caused many urban monasteries in this period to be expropriated for service or civil authorities when demolition and rebuilding was undesirable or difficult.12
The complex was officially opened as the “Scuola di Applicazione di Sanità
Militare” in 1882, acting as one of the most important centres for military medical training, catering for six hundred people. These were only some of the 95
monasteries in Florence that were suppressed, and off these, 15 were changed
to barracks and their original structure was altered at the detriment to some historical features. Irregularities in both plan and height due to the contour of the
land have affected the formal and structural actions taken to merge San Giorgio
with the adjacent two monasteries. In 1928 the entire complex was transformed
into the “Caserma Vittorio Veneto” (Vittorio Veneto Barracks) continuing to
serve as Military School of Medicine until 1933. Further additions were built
and transformed, a new dormitory block on the northern boundary, a large
cafeteria and gymnasium building on the eastern boundary,13 a building housing
two auditoriums on the south-western boundary and smaller buildings that may
have served as offices.14
In 1998 it was abandoned, and for 20 years the building complex has been left
to ruin.
12 “Storia,” Ex-Caserma Vittorio Veneto, accessed April 2018, http://www.excasermavittorioveneto.it/it/storia
13 Patrimonio Pubblico Italia, “Firenze, Vicolo della Cava,” accessed May 2018. http://www.
patrimoniopubblicoitalia.it/it-/593-Vendita-Complesso-Firenze
14 “Storia,” Ex-Caserma Vittorio Veneto, accessed April 2018, http://www.excasermavittorioveneto.it/it/storia

Present: Neglection

Zone and Class

The existing monasteries are valuable historical assets but are in dire state of
structural repair. The site and all existing buildings are now in the acquisition
of the Ponte Vecchio S.P.A company who specialise in property development
of historical and architectural value. Their business objective is to transform the
site into a ‘Resort di Lusso’ (luxury hotel). It intends to be open to the public,
allocating some spaces to contemporary art exhibitions and events. Also noted
in the redevelopment plan was the potential for a pedestrian path to connect
Boboli Gardens to the west and Forte Belvedere to the south. As of November
2017, the site became for sale once again, with the owners wishing to a make a
private sale to a company that will carry forward their proposed redevelopment
plan.15

Existing buildings within property, including the monasteries and military barrack buildings are listed as Homogeneous zone A, Sub-zone A2 under Class
0.17

Future: Ambivalent attitudes
“Abandoned for twenty years the former Vittorio Veneto Barracks in Costa San
Giorgio will be recovered. From now degraded place will be transformed into
a historically-receptive structure. Born as a convent, the complex has remained
inaccessible to the public for almost a century. Let’s go on with the great challenge of recovering unused properties.”16 - Mayor of Florence, Dario Nardella,
January 2017.

Zone A: “The homogeneous A zones are constituted by the historical fabric of
the building heritage existing in the municipal territory”
A2: “Historic centre within the walls”
Class 0: “For these buildings only conservation interventions are allowed, as
well as restoration interventions, after approval of the projects by the competent Superintendency for Architectural and Environmental Heritage.”
The remaining site area is listed under Homogeneous zone F, sub-zone F2,
which opens its use to “public facilities and public services of urban and territorial interest.”18
17 Comune di Firenze Derizione Urbanistica, Norme tecniche di attuazione del Piano Regolatore Generale. (Florence: Comune di Firenze, 2014), accessed July 2018. http://ediliziaurbanistica.comune.
fi.it/export/sites/ediliziaurbanistica/materiali/SUE/NTA_PRG1998_agg_marzo2014.pdf
18 Comune di Firenze, Derizione Urbanistica, Norme tecniche di attuazione del Piano Regolatore Generale.

The complex is of extreme historical and architectural importance to the city of
Florence. Any alteration or new invention must first concern the conservation
and sustainability of the buildings and site.
15 Vademecum Public Real Estate, “Firenze: ex Caserma Vittorio Veneto in Costa San Giorgio,”
accessed May 2018. http://vademecum.publicrealestate.it/casi-studio/firenze-ex-caserma-vittorio-veneto-costa-san-giorgio
16 “La famiglia Lowenstein trasforma la scuola di sanità militare in una destinazione ‘storico-ricettiva’”
La Gazetta di Firenze, accessed April 2018, http://www.gazzettadifirenze.it/la-famiglia-lowenstein-trasforma-in-una-destinazione-storico-ricettiva-lex-caserma-vittorio-veneto/
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(Fig. 155) Site Construction Timeline
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Site: Surface and Texture
Florence uses a wide palette of archaic materials and forms created over centuries. And as construction over 700 years, many of these materials are encapsulated within the structure and decorations of the existing monasteries on
site. As observed throughout the city, on site there is also a textural contrast of
rough and smooth. In some places, such as the churches lining the street, this is
purposeful with walls constructed entirely of small pietra forte bricks. However in
other places, textural contrast is coincidental, especially where weathered stucco
reveals the masonry structure beneath. Overall the surfaces are plain, with little
and sometimes no adornment.
Many different sized bricks are used throughout the complex, but those exposed
along the entry axis of San Giorgio Monastery, behind the weathered stucco
façade appear as Roman bricks and are used for the load bearing structure.
The new building will use the same Roman bricks. The idea is that the new
building appears like what the existing monasteries would look like if they were
to completely shed their stucco skin. So while the existing buildings have predominantly smooth stucco surfaces, the new buildings surface will reference
their patches of exposed structure.
Wide blank areas of stucco are punctured by windows, doors and openings at
sometimes regular, other times irregular intervals. Windows appear in a pattern
of irregular clusters, which suggests that the windows were added when and
where they were needed, as opposed to all at once. There appears to be no
obligation to maintain a regular façade pattern.
(Fig.175) Right, the study of how the existing monasteries surface and structure
may translate into the new buildings. Left-right, the plain stucco facade, the
weather stucco facade, the facade if all stucco weathered away.
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(Fig. 176) A collage of surface patterns found within the site of San Giorgio. Colour has been omitted to focus on texture and surface patterns.
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8.0 Design
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The Scenario
“The urban concept must be characterized by an adequate functional mix,
from the enhancement of the connection routes of the complex with the
neighbouring city - in particular with the Boboli Gardens and the Forte
Belvedere - and the development of internal routes, public parks, common
areas and must be accompanied by a plan that demonstrates its economic and
financial feasibility.”1
The monastery already has a development plan in place, but there is currently
no one to initiate this plan. The undetermined future of this plan provides an
opportunity, through this design project, to suggest how the new intervention
and the existing might work in favour of one another. The site deserves a program that enables it to re-participate in urban life. The precedent of Le Murate,
described earlier, sets a successful example of how to repurpose the existing
monasteries – becoming a complex that opens its use to many different functions, catering for short and long-term, local and international occupants.
Upon setting out this project it was unpredicted that the chosen site would
contain the degree of historical complexity and value that is found within these
700-year-old monasteries. However, the site is such that it offers benefits to the
initial design goal and to the future of site. And so, the site in all complexity is a
critical element of the overall design outcome and must be understood as best
as possible. Given the time constraints, the scope of this project, and the limited available information and documentation of the site, this project proposes
an ‘ideal scenario’ based upon the facts that are known, with any undetermined
facts filled in with hypothetical suggestions.
1“Bando per Manifestazione di Interessee,” Ex-Caserma Vittorio Veneto, accessed April 2018,
http://www.excasermavittorioveneto.it/it/bando

Suggesting an alternative future
As mentioned earlier, the developers of the site sought to maximize their profits
by transforming the entire complex into a ‘luxury tourist hotel’. This outcome
would be exclusive to only those who could afford to stay there and does not
sympathise with the local residents or the social and cultural fabric of the surrounding community. However, following an architectural design competition
that researched the financial feasibility of this proposal, the winning team, from
Marcel Meuer Architects, reported that in fact the hotel did not need to accommodate the entire complex, and the left-over space would be better fitted
for functions that supported and respected the local community. The existing
monasteries have many valuable frescoes and other artistic artefacts within the
spaces that could serve better as a public museum dedicated to the history of
the site. Alongside this suggestion was the proposal to convert the remaining
space into artisan studios, social housing and offices for the local community. 2
A comprehensive financial and logistical feasibility plan is not possible within
this project. However, it is known that both parties would have an interest in
the thoroughfare through the site in order to attract visitors to the complex, and
this mutual desire is something to embrace. To make this project plausible, both
parties need to understand how they are benefitting from one another.
As at Le Murate, it is suggested that functions which engage the public occupy
the ground floor and some of the first-floor levels connecting to the rear of
the site, while all other upper levels are better suited to private occupation such
as the proposed hotel, social housing and offices. While the existing monastery
must be extensively renovated, there are some small architectural inventions
that can be made. These would help to improve the relationships between the
existing and the various proposed functions, the flow of people throughout the
site and the connection between the old and new.
2 Antonio Pisano, “The Open Data Monastery,” accessed April 2018, http://www.marcelmauer.
eu
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Strategy
The site of San Giorgio possesses many predominant characteristics and constraints that have strongly manipulated the design approach. Likewise, the artisan school has its own set of relationships that need to be addressed. The question is now, how the contributing parts of this project can collide, in a natural,
unforceful manner. The process showed that a synthesis of compromises is
essential, balancing the programmatic requirements and incorporating the most
valuable spatial principles from the analysis of the monastery.
1. The site characteristics and constraints.
2. Techniques for spatial mediation and interpretation derived from the
monastery.
3. Programmatic requirements

(Fig. 184) Venn diagram of design strategy

The original research question was: How can the typology of the European
monastery be used as a vehicle to re-assimilate the practice and preservation of
authentic Florentine art and crafts into the city of Florence? However the overarching and fundamental question throughout the entire design process was,
how you design new buildings within a highly sensitive historical location?
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Analytical Drawings
The first task was to ask what the site wants - understanding its topography,
the angles, height and location of the existing buildings, relationships between
existing monasteries and the surroundings. The artisan school does not want to
copy the form of the existing, and it does not want to offend it. Earlier design
iterations placed the building further away from the existing and more onto the
slope. However, with greater understanding of the site, there was a sense that
the new building wanted to start an interesting ‘conversation’ with the existing
buildings. Thus, the site conditions have become critical initiators of the project’s formal response.
It was important to understand what was to be:
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§

Removed - some existing ex-barrack buildings (shown in red)

§

Kept – All other buildings, existing entries, and a section of the existing road at the rear (shown in light grey). The churches (in orange)
will continue to function as churches.

§

Adopted or borrowed - some large existing barrack buildings with
particular architectural interest, scale of spaces, outline edge of building, spatial sequences and patterns, grid lines carried through from
various buildings. Textural and surface patterns of the facade translated into second building.

§

Added new - the buildings to support the artisan school, the thoroughfare and to improve the relationships between different areas of
the existing and new buildings.

This understanding aligns with the research into the theories on ‘bricolage’ by
Claude Lévi-Strauss and Colin Rowe, whereby you are given certain pieces, left
to interpret them and create new pieces within a set of constraints.
The following pages of drawings analyse the site in its existing state. They try
to understand the relationships between each building form and the spaces
between, while also noting any inherent spatial patterns.
(Fig. 185) Right, existing site plan. Red arrows show the main, existing entry
points into the site.
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Boboli Gardens

10m
(Fig. 186) Slope section from street of Costa San Giorgio to Boboli Gardens
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Costa San Giorgio
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10m
(Fig. 187) Section through existing monastery buildings.
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10m
(Fig. 188) Section through rear of site looking up the slope.
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(Fig. 188) A Nolli map was created based on knowledge and some deduction of
the uses of the various spaces within the monasteries. In general, private spaces
are located furthest from the street. The cloisters divide the churches lining the
street from the spaces that would have been refectories, dormitories, chapter
houses and stores.

(Fig. 189) Modified Nolli map. A colour gradient is used to distinguish between
what might have been the most public or communal spaces(lightest), to the
most private and focussed spaces (darkest). The plan appears like a dense fabric
of spaces of many sizes, often with small spaces butting up against much larger
spaces.
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(Fig. 193) Figure-ground of extruded building edge to form space between old and new.
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The First Design Response
(Fig. 194) Left to right, a progression of sketch
plan explorations at scale, created while working on trace paper over the existing site plan.
The constant question through this process was
‘where do the spaces want to sit?’ That is, what
feels right in relation to the existing buildings,
their edges, their orientation, their grid lines,
and their attachment to each other? The natural lines of the site, the existing roads, terracing,
retaining walls, terrain also informed the outcomes. The sections and analytical plans shown
earlier provided the starting points for design.
In particular, the main thoroughfare to the rear
via the monastery San Giorgio, the edge form
of the rear façade and predominant angles and
grid lines of the existing buildings.
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Critique of First Design Response
The first design drawings begin to express how formal and functional elements
work in favour of each other. However, it was clear that these relationships
could be improved:
§ The spine was the predominant element of the school, and all other
buildings did not share a similar assertive position of their own. They
are yet to become more distinguishable in plan and form.
§

A relationship is set up between the spine and the artisans’ studios and
workshops that line its edge, however this relationship is a little forced.
Instead the architecture should coincidentally create these relationships.

§

The outer anchors and other buildings not attached to the central spine
have weak connections. There is something missing to ‘bind’ the outer
buildings to the central spine so that the two halves of the school join
as one at the centre, as opposed to floating either side. A plan is yet to
balance a sense of looseness and order.

§

The buildings surround the cloister, as opposed to create it. The buildings should really take their necessary positions and in doing so, create
the cloister.

In summary, the composition of buildings lacked a simple coherency, and so a
second design iteration was needed.
(Fig. 195-196). Right, proposed ground floor plan. Left. Axonometric aerial
view of proposed artisan school showing the existing monasteries and important adjacent sites.
Plan Key
Buildings accessible to public. Spine, market, restaurants/cafes.
Student artsian workshops
Private Artisan Studios and amenities
Outer anchors. Admin towers, and auditorium.
Communal spaces. library, refectory, study loggia.
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(Fig. 197) A series of perspectives, imagining how the visitor and artisan may engage, from close and afar. Left to right: view through the window of an artisan studio;
observing a public workshop down a void; a screen allowing views into the workshop from visitors’ path; the southern staircase provides a place for watching informal
demonstrations by artisans.
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(Fig. 198) Section AA: Sketch proposal showing the section through the main thoroughfare. The drawing explores the spatial qualities of the known as the ‘spine’. Voids, galleries,
informal demonstration zone and public workshops are used to create a zone that brings together artisan and visitor.
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(Fig. 199-200) Above, Section BB: This sketch proposal section though the horizontal layers of the artisan school explores how spatial layers radiating out from the spine can be
used to create a gradient of privacy. Note that at the end of the spine, a building pavilion at the top of the slope receives visitors from the Boboli Gardens and Forte Belevedere;
Right, zoomed-in section of Spine.
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Structure
Within the medieval churches of Florence, including Santa Croce
and San Miniato al Monte, the timber trusses sit on heavy masonry walls. The trusses are often very ornate but concealed in
darkness and less noticeable from below due to their height. The
spine’s roof also uses a timber truss, but reinterprets its expressive qualities. The common roof angle is kept in its form, but
another inverted truss of the same angle is added to create a type
of scissor truss. This truss that lifts the roof above the wall line
makes the roof appear to ‘float’ above the masonry walls. This
structure creates a more luminous interior, and from a distance
the detached roof creates a long formal line that expresses the
function of the building - to connect one side of the site to the
other. (refer also to spine section on previous page). Furthermore,
the interior church structure is often striking in appearance compared to other monastic buildings, and the spine aims to preserve
this experience, using roof structure as a tool to achieve this.
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The Second Design Response
(Fig. 201) Left to right, another progression of plan exploration. The main objective of this exploration was to strengthen the links between buildings and simplify
the plan so that each building in the composition can be clearly identified. This began by drawing over the first plan, trying to simplify the expression of forms. From
a simplified state the forms could then be broken down and manipulated in scale and surface. Notably, the spatial overlaps along the spine are developed, reimagining
the interior volume similar to a street. The interior surface undulates as a result of the various workshops and studios that puncture the spine, interrupting the visitors’
path. Long ‘links’ were also made to connect the outer anchors to the cloister while setting up the exact position of the cloisters. The plan now reads better as a cohesive
whole.
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Bricolage of parts: Major Spatial Elements
The new intervention is characterised by several major spatial elements:
§

Spine

§

Edge

§

Links

§

Cloister

§

Outer anchors

Each element plays a unique and important role that is connected to both the
artisan school and the existing buildings. Alongside each major spatial element
are a set of ‘micro spatial elements’. These are strategies derived from the monastery to regulate the connection between artisan and visitor. They support the
‘spectrum of engagement’ described earlier, and are categorised under the headings of ‘detachment’, ‘awareness’, ‘observation’ and ‘participation’. These strategies become the most important parts of the project as they help to balance the
degree autonomy and connection between artisan and visitor.
(Fig. 202) A hatch drawing representing the school as set of unique, distinguishable
parts bound together.
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SPINE
There are multiple potential entries to the site, however the pre-existing entry to
the back of the site through the monastery of San Giorgio is more accessible
from the street and aligns well with the second potential entry at the bottom of
Forte Belevedere.
Extending the existing thoroughfare
The pre-existing entry is the starting point for the extended thoroughfare
through the site and given its dominant role in the collective composition of
the school it has been named ‘the spine’. It punches through the centre of the
school and its horizontal layers, which opens up many possibilities for engaging
artisan and visitor at a more intimate scale. Therefore, in addition to directing
people through the site, the spine becomes an educational tool.
The relative grid lines from the existing pathway to the rear of the site have
been carried through and used to define the spine’s edges. The pathway is linear,
but fragmented and spatially varied. From the street, a set of steps leads to a
semi-enclosed court and a door that leads into an arcaded foyer. Then the path
opens up into larger enclosed courtyard, and finally a small passage that punctures the rear façade, meeting another set of steps that lead up onto the upper
terraces. This fragmented nature of the existing thoroughfare has been formally
translated into the spine.

Formal and functional strategies used to organise space within traditional
church have been translated into the design of the spine. Like the church, the
spine merges multiple functions within a single volume form – at once the spine
becomes a public path, a classroom, a gallery and a museum. And as the largest
form it also serves as the main anchoring element within the formal composition. The entire formal composition depends on its presence to fix the two
halves of the artisan school together.
The elongated form, beginning at the rear of San Giorgio Monastery, projects
back into the steep slope emphasising the main thoroughfare from one edge
of the site to the other. A church is not usually accessible to the public from
both ends, however in this case the rule has been broken. A gradient of privacy
is usually established along the length of the church, divided at the tramezza.
However in this instance, a privacy gradient is set up horizontally. This modification has been made because it maximises the contact area between the artisans
and the visitor.
(Fig. 203) Left, Ground Floor Plan.

The spine is the largest building of all formal elements, but it does not exceed
the height of adjacent monasteries. The height remains modest and tucks in
below the existing monasteries so that their full perimeter remains visually intact
from both sides.
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(Fig. 207) Section B

(Fig. 208) Section C

Level division creates upper level galleries for visitors to observe the student
workshops below, while remaining unobtrusive. When observing from above,
the small details of each craft are not visible, but watching the workshop functioning as a whole educates the visitors about how craftsmanship is a collective
effort. They would see the students at work using different tools, collaborating
with each other and their teachers, perhaps seeing them struggle while learning
tasks. Understanding these otherwise invisible processes helps visitors see the
products of their craft as more than tangible objects.

the monastery, privacy is valued. This becomes an unspoken part of their story,
their lives, understanding that the artisans also need space to think and create
in solitude. It gives the visitor space to imagine what lies beyond, leaving with
some unanswered questions. The visitor may leave feeling they need to return
to learn more.

The level division along the spine is important for regulating the flow of people from opposite sides of the site. People will often choose the easiest route
through space. Those entering from Costa San Giorgio would probably choose
the lower level as it has less steps. However, those entering from the top of the
slope would more likely choose this upper path as this would appear as the most
direct progression through the space.
Transparent screens create a distorted physical connection between spaces.
Activities that may be obscured visually can be interpreted by hearing other
sounds and smells, fill in gaps of knowledge and stimulating curiosity in a similar way to a tramezza. Despite wanting to show the visitor some of the secrets
of their craft, there is something valuable in not giving everything away and like

Awareness
Through spatial layering a gradient of privacy is achieved. The further away and
the greater the depth of the subsequent layers, the less distinguishable the objects and activities within become. This gradient becomes particularly important
for the practice of private artisan work. The studios along the spine are elongated and so that they are bi-polar in nature. One edge strongly associates with the
public spine and the other the private cloister.
Participation
Workshops for artisans to teach crafts to the public also puncture the central
spine. The spaces the same size as the artisan studios provide the most intimate experience and understanding of the crafts.
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EDGE
The space between the old and the new creates an internal street. The new
edge steps a respectable distance back from the existing, taking fragments of
the reversed imprint of the extisting edge, which regulates the new building’s
facade. The resultant edge form is one of many instances in this project which
reference Rossi’s idea of carrying forward the “historical traces” inspiring the
“future traces” of the city in new design interventions, as well as idea of using
analogical associations when creating new urban forms.
Observation
The internal street provides opportunities to form relationships between the interfacing facades, each a separately functioning entity. The rooms of the existing
monastery along the edge are proposed to be accessible to the public, which can
be accessed from the external and internal sides of the room. These may host
other artisan studios and stores practicing other crafts, a café or restaurant, or
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may belong to the museum dedicated to the history of the site. What is most
important is for people to freely enter buildings on both sides of ‘street’.
Awareness
The level differences create an opportunity to open up the relationship between
the visitors and the practicing artisan students. Visitors may enter the store associated with the craft on the ground floor, while students work on the level
above. A mezzanine opening between floors allows the happenings within the
workshop to be heard from below, creating ‘awareness’ of activity above and
stimulating a curiosity to know more. This spatial overlap creates a soft gradient
between the boundary of the artisan school and the public space.
(Fig 209-210) left-right: figure-ground drawing of the outer edge to form
in-between space and edge of new intervention; plan reference of edge and
internal street.

Facade study: Appearance and Structure
The existing opposite façade is characterised by its plain, yellow stucco surface
punctured by windows of varying sizes and intervals. The internal street is only
12 metres wide at its greatest, therefore a towering opaque façade would make
this space very dark. To counteract this, the new façade will be mostly glazed,
and this glazing will serve multiple functions. Firstly, it will allow light to filter
through the artisan building into the internal street. From within the street the
glass will also gently reflect the existing façade while creating distant views into

the school’s interior. Lastly, the glass allows the opposite façade to be framed
from within, so that it becomes a part of the spatial experience in the artisan
school; a technique used by Le Corbusier at La Tourette in response to the surrounding valley.
Some large punctures are introduced through the thick masonry base to carry
over some of the existing formal language and provide many opportunities for
visitors to enter the space beneath.
(Fig 211) Section through internal street.
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(Fig 212) Edge elevation study 1: A heavy base and light top. The columns sitting in front of the glass curtain wall create a regular rhythm down the length of the façade, but this
is balanced by masonry base punctured by openings at irregular intervals. Still, the base feels too enclosed. Another iteration will try to resolve this.
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(Fig 213) Edge elevation study 2: A heavy top and light base. There is a very strong rhythm down the length of the façade, but this feels too strong next to the modest and
irregular monastery façade. The first edge elevation study has been chosen for further development.
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LINKS
The long thin buildings in the plan are referred to as links because they connect
the outer buildings back to the spine. They are occupied over two levels by private studios for resident and visiting artisans. Each link has a public and more
private edge. The public edge faces the cloister, while the private edges faces a
smaller courtyard. The contrast in edge condition recalls layout of the monk’s
cell, which often had a both a public and private edge.

(Fig. 214) Sketch sections through links, showing divide between communal and
more private courtyards.
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(Fig. 215) The hatch sketch of the entire plan helped to understand the importance of the links role in making the plan appear as cohesive.

(Fig. 216) Plan reference of links
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OUTER ANCHORS
Kahn experiments with space anchoring and making, shifting traditional roles,
creating some ambiguities while still retaining a sense of enclosure and hierarchy. The plan also attempts to do this. The grid angle derived from the market
building and rear retaining wall is borrowed in order to locate buildings that
differentiate themselves. These buildings intend to invite people in acting as
administration and circulation towers on the east and west ends, an auditorium,
and the former military building will act as the new public market. Formal links,
occupied by private artisan studios are anchored to the spine and extend out,
fusing with these outer anchors which fill what would otherwise be a loose,
open corner of the cloister.
Awareness
The idea of splitting forms to create visual permeability between inside and out
is used by Le Corbusier at La Tourette, but also in Kahn’s design of the Dominican Motherhouse. The offset angle of the outer anchors provides opportunities
to experiment with this idea. The east admin tower preserves the width of the
extended wing of the monastery, appearing as if it might have ‘broken off ’ its
end. This is the private entrance for the artisans and students, so the larger break
allows for a glimpse into complex before entering.
The northern corner of the auditorium chooses not to touch the library building, allowing for a small break in the enclosed plan. Combined with the level
difference on either side of this corner gives passing visitors a small glimpse
into the artisan school while taking the steps around the auditorium, while not
being able to enter.
Observation and Participation
(Fig. 217-219) clockwise, plan reference of outer anchors; sketch sections
through thresholds at east and anchors; outer anchors as represented in the
first design scheme; section through market building with new roof.

Administration towers are accessible to visitors seeking information about the
artisan school, while the auditorium is a space where formal lectures and artisan
demonstrations are held for the school and the public.
The public market takes place in the former military barrack auditorium. Attached loosely to the formal composition, it has a private entrance for the artisans at the rear and a public access from the front. The interior becomes a
space where public and artisans interact through conversation and observation.
A new roof structure is also suggested - one that allows light to filter into the
market space below.
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CLOISTERS
Both cloisters have a different character. They are strongly divided by the spine
which creates an important threshold between them. The spine effectively delineates the private and communal areas of the school.
Detachment: The East Cloister
This smaller cloister is located on the most private area of the site. It is accessed
from the private entry which is reached via small road running up the side of
the site, Vicolo della Cava. Given its size, this cloister becomes like an outdoor
room, a place that is more internally focused. It would have a small garden and
seating, where one can work quietly in its centre without being disturbed.
Awareness: Spine/Cloister threshold
Viewed from the spine, the artisan studio and workshops mediate the direct relationship between the spine and cloister, however it does so in a way that allows
the space of the cloister to ‘leak’ in between the studios (fig. x). This creates
view channels from the spine between the studios, so that any events occurring
within the cloister can be glimpsed at by the public.
Participation: The West cloister
This cloister is also located on the public most side of the site, gravitating towards the market building and secondary thoroughfare through the site. The
spaces around the larger cloister open out onto the centre for activities of a
more communal nature. Its size favours larger outdoor gatherings, and for
practicality it would be paved and provide benches and some deciduous trees
for shade in summer.
(Fig. 220-222) clockwise; the negative figure-ground drawing shows how the
cloisters link into spine; plan reference of cloister locations; close-up plan of
threshold between spine and cloisters.
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Conclusion and Critical Appraisal
The design project was an attempt to demonstrate how spatial and social techniques from one of the oldest building typologies can be successfully extracted, interpreted and implemented within the design of a contemporary building. Spatial strategies and social practice were found to be inextricably linked.
Studying the similarities and differences between the monk and the artisan was
therefore essential. It enabled choosing how spatial techniques derived from the
monastery would effectively translate into the design of the artisan school. The
derived spatial techniques of the monastery typology proved to be highly useful
in creating the place that brought together artisans and the public.

The final design sympathises with the inherent urban form of the city, which is
characterised by a mix of ordered and conscious architectural design against the
more loose, unconscious vernacular form. The urban fabric reveals itself as a
construct based on formal rules and exceptions to these rules - a consequence
of a city built over many centuries. The design learned from Louis Kahn, Aldo
Rossi and Le Corbusier in how to preserve and borrow some of these rules,
while inventing its own set of rules in order to add and complement the existing urban fabric. The artisan school becomes another important ‘piece’ of this
fabric.

Supporting the Practice and Preservation of Artisan Crafts

The project revealed that the historical site and the artisan school share a mutual
need for care, appreciation and attention. The main advantage of the site was
that it favoured the creation of a thoroughfare from Forte Belevedere to Costa
San Giorgio, that would co-incidentally give reason to locate the artisan school
on the site and revitalize the existing buildings. With more time, the project
would delve deeper into understanding the structure of the existing buildings to
explore how they can be restored in their structure and occupation. This knowledge may further enhance the connection between the surrounding context and
the new intervention.

While the aim of the design is to enhance the connection between the artisans
and the public, the final design remains conscious of how the artisan school
needs to retain some of its privacy and autonomy. The central spine and the
buildings that bind and surround it are placed in a way that preserves a sense of
unresolved mystery of the artisans’ practice. Keeping some elements secretive
was important for sustaining the curiosity of the visitor, who should always
want to return to the site in order to learn a little more than before.
Resolving the increasing wave of mass tourism and other threats towards the
artisans’ existence in Florence cannot be fixed through a single intervention
such as this. But the project suggests how the existing urban fabric can be used
to ameliorate the situation. It is imagined that more of these types of urban
interventions should be implemented throughout the historical city, in order to
spread knowledge of artisan crafts, and in doing so, change the way people visit
and understand the Florence’s historical and social construct.
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Urban Design Integration

To make this project entirely plausible, an in-depth understanding of Italian
bureaucracy in conjunction with their urban design and business practice regulations would be required. This is a highly complex subject, and this project
did not allow for the required attention to all details of these rules. Therefore,
the project works within the depth of knowledge obtained, and the absence of
the other facts becomes beneficial for imagining a project closer to the ‘ideal
scenario’, unbound by rules.

Design methodology
The design process relied heavily on plan, section and axonometric drawings
on light trace paper, with some exploration via models. A three-dimensional
computer model may have had some value, but to sympathise with the nature
of the project which uses bricolage, the process lent itself to a more tactile
experience of drawing and expressing space. Drawing and modelling was a
slower process that gave more time to question where each building wanted to
sit. It also allowed for many iterations in plan and section to be preserved in
the state they were left, which then provided valuable opportunities to reflect
on previous schemes and sometimes retrieve valuable design elements that may
have removed along the way.
Overall, the project imagines a place that artisans can express themselves boldly in the public realm and renew an overdue appreciation for their craft.
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The completed cloister edge (centre)
delineates the upper private cloister from lower
public cloister.

The new edge loggia
accomodates the slight level
diﬀerence between inside and
outside. ﬀeople can now easily
transition outside from the
ﬁrst ﬂoor of the monastery.
The extended wing of existing
monastery now serves the
artisan school by providing space
for student accommodation.

A new roof canopy
indicates the entry and
beginning of the
thoroughfare into the site
from Costa di San Giorgio.

The former military lecture halls are converted
into an artisan market space. A new steel roof
canopy inserts inbetween the existing
masonry walls.

The former military oﬃces on the lower ﬂoor become reconﬁgured to allow for private and public functions. The
ﬁrst ﬂoor is converted into accommodation for
artisans.
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Final presentation display at the NZIA Student Design Awards. Photo by David St George.
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